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ABSTRACT
The Kaibab Formation has two members, the Fossil Mountain Member below
and the Harrisburg Member above. They were deposited in shallow-marine shelf to
restricted coastal settings. Stratigraphically above are the Rock Canyon Conglomerate
and the Moenkopi Formation; consisting of the Timpoweap and Lower Red members;
which are the only members present in the study area. The Rock Canyon Conglomerate
was deposited in depressions and as a regolith. The Timpoweap and Lower Red
members were deposited in shallow marine to tidal environments.
Nine stratigraphic units were identified in the Harrisburg Member. Units one,
two, three, five, six, seven, and nine are cherty dolostones. Unit four is a siltstone and
unit eight is interpreted to be dolostone. The Rock Canyon Conglomerate, Timpoweap
member, and Lower Red member each are composed of one unit.
Fossils present in units five and seven include: nautiloids, gastropods, sponges,
bivalves, lophophorates, and trilobites. Fossils are preserved by rust-red silica. The
interior of the fossils are composed of drusy silica or dolomudstone.
Fourth order sequences are present. Sequence one consists of the Fossil
Mountain Member; units one, two, and three representing a highstand to falling stage
systems tract. The top of unit three was subaerially exposed during a lowstand systems
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tract creating sequence boundary one. Sequence two consists of units four through nine
which represent a transgressive stems tract. The Permian-Triassic unconformity above
the Harrisburg Member represents a forced regression and sequence boundary two.
Sequence three consists of the Rock Canyon Conglomerate and the Moenkopi
Formation. The Rock Canyon Conglomerate represents a lowstand systems tract, and
the Moenkopi Formation represents a transgressive systems tract.
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Introduction
The Kaibab Formation outcrops in southern Nevada, northern Arizona, and
southern Utah. North of the Grand Canyon it is the formation that caps the Coconino
and Kaibab plateaus and is the uppermost lithostratigraphic unit on the north Kaibab
Plateau. It was deposited during the Early to Middle Permian in shallow marine settings.
The Kaibab Formation represents the last major transgression of the Permian sea and
was deposited on a shallow marine shelf.
Research began with G.K. Gilbert in 1875 who named the Permian Aubrey
Group, and included the Aubrey Limestone, the Aubrey Sandstone, and Redwall
Limestone. Darton (1910) changed the name of the Aubrey Limestone to the Kaibab
Limestone and kept the Kaibab Formation in the Aubrey Group. Darton (1910)
designated the type location for the Kaibab Formation as the Kaibab Plateau. Reeside
and Bassler (1921) redefined the Aubrey Group to include the Supai Formation, the
Coconino Sandstone, and the Kaibab Limestone. Reeside and Bassler (1921) described
the Kaibab Formation as a cherty gray limestone, a white crystalline limestone, and a
calcareous sandstone.
The type section was described by Nobel (1928) as being in Kaibab Gulch, now
known as Buckskin Wash, in southern Utah, west of Telegraph Mountain and south of
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Paria, a ghost town in southern Utah. Nobel (1928) incorrectly identified the Kaibab
Formation as being deposited during the Carboniferous. It was placed in the Permian by
McKee (1938) based on fossils of Leonardian to Guadalupian age. McKee (1938)
identified two members in the Kaibab Formation and gave them the informal names of
“alpha” and “beta.
Sorauf (1962) formally named the members of the Kaibab Formation as the
Fossil Mountain Member below and the Harrisburg Member above. Nielson (1986)
noted that the Fossil Mountain Member was deposited during a transgression and the
Harrisburg Member was deposited during a regression of the Permian sea on the
shallow marine shelf. Nielson (1986) formalized the Rock Canyon Conglomerate as a
stratigraphic unit from the the Kaibab and Moenkopi formations. Sorauf and Billingsley
(1991) formalized the names of the members of the Kaibab Formation as the Fossil
Mountain Member and Harrisberg Member.
The study area is in northern Arizona in Coconino County and southern Utah in
Kane County. The main study area is on the East Kaibab Monocline along Highway 89A.
Additonal research was conducted on the west side of the Kaibab Plateau along
Highway 89A; southwest of Marble Canyon, Arizona, and in Buckskin Wash near the
ghost town of Paria, Utah (Figure 1). The area is arid and rugged. Juniper trees dot the
landscape and the Vermilon Clifs are seen prominently. The margin of the Kaibab
Plateau has many small and large washes eroded into the desert landscape. The valley
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between the East Kaibab Plateau and Marble Canyon Arizona is covered in rust red
sediments. Deep, but narrow washes are carved into the flat landscape around Marble
Canyon. Sandy, washboard roads are the only way to get to the northern part of the
study area.
Figure one shows the study area. The small map in the upper right hand corner
shows the portion of Utah and Arizona that are covered in this study outlined in grey.
The main study area is oulined in green and the measured sections there are also
marked with green. Research conducted on the west side of the Kaibab Plateau is
marked in red. Research conducted south west of Marble Canyon is shown in blue.
Research conducted in southern Utah is shown in black (Figure 1). Measured sections
for the reserch locations are shown by lines of the corisponding color.
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Figure 1: Base map of the study area showing the locations of the eight measured sections.
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Literature Review
Geologic Setting
In the Permian Period, the Kaibab Upwarp had been reactivated from previous
uplift occurring in the Pennsylvanian Period. Other upwarps in the region, such as the
Monument Upwarp and the Emery Upwarp, were also reactivated as the Uncompahgre
Highlands continued to be uplifted (Figure 2). The Uncompahgre Highlands are
composed of Precambrian igneous rocks and were the source of sediments that filled
the Paradox Basin and the San Juan Basin. The sediments were deposited by stream
channels, alluvial fans, and as eolian sands. The sediments, once lithified, became a
series of conglomerates, sandstones, and siltstones (Fillmore, 2011).
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Figure 2: Geologic setting map showing the Uncompahgre Highlands, Paradox Basin, Mountain Upwarp, and Kaibab
Upwarp (Fillmore, 2011). Study area outlined in red.

The Uncompahgre Highlands trend southeast to northwest and the Paradox
Basin is adjacent to the highlands. Streams flowed southwest across the Paradox Basin
into the Permian seaway where the Kaibab Formation was being deposited (Figure 3).
The shoreline of the Permian seaway trended southeast to northwest then south to
north (Figure 4) (Fillmore, 2011). The Kaibab Formation was deposited on a carbonate
ramp that dipped to the west (Hendrickson, 2017).
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Figure 3: Map showing paleogeography of southeast Utah, northeast Arizona, northwest New Mexico, and southwest
Colorado in the Permian.

The Kaibab Formation outcrops in southern Nevada, northern Arizona, and
southern Utah. North of the Grand Canyon it is the formation that caps the Coconino
and Kaibab plateaus and is the uppermost lithostratigraphic unit on the north Kaibab
Plateau. It was deposited during the Early to Middle Permian in shallow marine settings.
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The Kaibab Formation represents the last major transgression of the Permian sea and
was deposited on a shallow marine shelf.

Figure 4: Paleogeographic map of the Permian seaway in the western United States. The Kaibab Formation was
deposited in this seaway (Blakey, 2009). Red box outlines the study area.

The Kaibab Formation is the uppermost formation of the Grand Canyon and
covers a vast area in the Colorado Plateau (McKee, 1938). Work on the Kaibab
Formation over the last 100 years has focused largely on stratigraphy, sedimentology,
and petrology of the Kaibab Formation (Hendrickson, 2017).
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Permian formations of the Colorado Plateau in stratigraphic order (from oldest
to youngest) are: The Hermit Shale; Coconino Sandstone; Toroweap Formation; and the
Kaibab Formation. Other formations in the study area include the Rock Canyon
Conglomerate and Triassic Moenkopi Formation (Figure 5) (Nielson, 1986; Hendrickson
2017).
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Figure 5: Permian strata and the lower members of the Moenkopi Formation. This figure shows unconformities
between formations with red lines and sequence orders for these formations (modified from (Hendrickson, 2017).
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The Kaibab Formation has two members: the lower Fossil Mountain Member
and the upper Harrisburg Member. The Fossil Mountain Member is a very thicklybedded, fossiliferous dolostone with chert horizons, chert nodules, and cannonball
chert. The Fossil Mountain Member has one stratigraphic unit in the study area. The
Harrisburg Member of the Kaibab Formation has nine stratigraphic units.
Unit one and two are dolostone that contains chert nodules. Unit three is a
highly variable unit that contains nodular and ribbon chert, highly weathered and
fractured chert beds, dolomudstone, and dolomitic quartz sandstone. The channelized
nature of unit three indicates it was subaerially exposed. Unit four is a covered slope,
but when seen in road cuts it is a rusty red shaly silt stone. Units five is a
dolowackestone to packstone. Unit six is a covered slope and a thinly-bedded dolostone
when exposed in roadcuts. Unit seven is a dolowackestone to dolopackstone. Unit eight
is a covered slope. Unit nine is a burrowed dolomicrite.
Fossils have been replaced by rust-red to white silica. The silica has been altered
and contains beekite rings on highly weathered surfaces (Figure 6). The beekite rings are
only millimeters wide. The interior of the fossils have drusy calcite. Heavily burrowed
beds between beds of dolostone without burrows form a lam scram pattern and are
found only in units five and seven (Howard, 1972).
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5mm

Figure 6: Beekite ring texture on a silicified fossil. The fossil shown here is a bivalve and the beekite rings are fractions
of an inch wide [mm] wide.

Stratigraphically above the Kaibab Formation is the Rock Canyon Conglomerate
and the Moenkopi Formation. The Rock Canyon Conglomerate contains three
lithofacies; a channel fill conglomerate; a depression fill breccia; and a regolith with
small clasts (Reeside & Bassler, 1921, Nielson, 1986). In the study area, the Rock Canyon
Conglomerate consists of the depression fill breccia and small clast regolith. The
depression fill breccia is matrix-supported and is composed of angular to subangular
clasts in a sandy matrix. The channel facies was not seen in the study area. The regolith
facies has small chert clasts supported by a sandy matrix in thin beds. The Rock Canyon
conglomerate is considered one stratigraphic unit.
The Moenkopi Formation has two stratigraphic units. The lower unit is the
Timpoweap Member overlain by the Lower Red Member. In the study area, the Virgin
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Limestone, Middle Red, Shnabkaib, and Upper Red members are not present. The
Timpoweap and Lower Red members units were deposited in shallow marine settings
during the Early Triassic Epoch (Reeside & Bassler, 1921).

Stratigraphy
Toroweap Formation
The Toroweap Formation consists of three members (listed oldest to youngest):
the Seligman Member; the Brady Canyon Member; and the Woods Ranch Member
(Sorauf & Billingsley, 1991). It consists of gypsum and gypsiferous siltstone at the base
(Nielson, 1986), which is followed by cherty, gray, crystalline and fine-grained limestone
in the middle (Sorauf & Billingsley, 1991), and the top unit is composed of gray
limestone and gypsiferous siltstone and sandstone (Sorauf & Billingsley, 1991).

Contact Between the Toroweap and Kaibab Formations
The contact between the Toroweap and the Kaibab formations is denoted by a
change from the slope-forming Woods Ranch Member of the Toroweap Formation to
the cliff-forming dolostone of the Fossil Mountain Member of the Kaibab Formation.
The contact is conformable throughout the Colorado Plateau. Exceptions were noted
west end of the Timpoweap Canyon, where there is an erosional surface and a paleosol
(Nielson, 1986).
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Kaibab Formation
Fossils collected from the Kaibab Formation indicate that the Kaibab Formation
is Leonardian to Guadalupian in age (Reeside & Bassler, 1921; McKee, 1938). The Kaibab
Formation contains two members: the Fossil Mountain Member and the Harrisburg
Member (Sorauf & Billingsley, 1991).
The Fossil Mountain Member. The Fossil Mountain Member consists of very
thick-bedded fossiliferous dolostone (wackestone and packstone). It is light grey with
chert nodules and forms a prominent cliff throughout the Colorado Plateau. The type
location for this member is located on the Bass Trail at Fossil Mountain on the south rim
of the Grand Canyon. Fossils collected at the type location are of Leonardian age (Sorauf
& Billingsley, 1991). The Fossil Mountain Member is between 177 to 240 feet (54 to 73
m) thick (Sorauf & Billingsley, 1991).
The Harrisburg Member. The Harrisburg Member was named by Reeside and
Bassler in 1921 for exposures in the Virgin Anticline at the Harrisburg Dome. The original
name for the Harrisburg Member was the “Harrisburg Gypsiferous Member” by Reeside
& Bassler (1921) but was later renamed the Harrisburg Member by Sorauf and
Billingsley (1991). The Harrisburg Member varies in thickness from 174 to 299 feet (53
to 91 meters) thick. On the Colorado Plateau, the gypsum and shale beds of this
member form slopes and the carbonate beds form ledges (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Weathering profile of the Kaibab Formation’s Fossil Mountain Member and Harrisburg Member (Sorauf &
Billingsley, 1991).
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South of the Grand Canyon and northwest of Flagstaff, Arizona, on the Kaibab
and Coconino plateaus, the Harrisburg Member is composed largely of dolostone and
limestone beds that form a stair-step topography. At some locations, red and gray
siltstone, sandstone, and gypsum are present between the limestone beds (Sorauf &
Billingsley, 1991). The gypsum beds form slopes (Figure 7). In Whitmore Canyon, the
Harrisburg Member is composed of four carbonate beds which form ledges that are
separated by slope-forming gypsum and siltstone beds (Sorauf & Billingsley, 1991).
McKee (1938) noted that the Kaibab Formation is divided into an eastern and
western phase. The western phase consists of a thick-bedded limestone in the Fossil
Mountain Member and the gypsum, limestone, and chert of the Harrisburg Member.
The western phase grades eastward into the east phase. The eastern phase of the
Kaibab Formation consists of sandy limestone or calcareous, fine- to medium-grained
sandstone (McKee, 1938; Sorauf & Billingsley, 1991).
The Kaibab Formation is located primarily in northern Arizona and southern
Utah. North of the Grand Canyon, it is the cap rock of the Kaibab Plateau. The Kaibab
Formation is part of the Aubrey Group, which also includes the Supai Formation and
Coconino Sandstone (Darton, 1910; Folk, 1959). Originally, it was recognized as being
deposited in the Carboniferous by Nobel (1910). It was later moved into the Upper
Permian because of the fossils described by McKee (1938). The Kaibab Formation is
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named for exposures in Buckskin Wash (Kaibab Wash) in the northern portion of the
Kaibab Plateau (Darton, 1910; Noble, 1928).
The type section is located west of Telegraph Mountain and south of Paria, a
ghost town in southern Utah (Figure 1). This location was chosen because it contains a
complete section of the Kaibab Formation. Below the Kaibab Formation is the Hermit
Shale, and above the Kaibab is the Red Rock Conglomerate and the Moenkopi
Formation. The Coconino Sandstone that is between the Hermit Shale and Toroweap
Formation is missing at the type locality in Buckskin Wash (Sumner, 1994).

Contact between the Kaibab Formation, Rock Canyon Conglomerate, and the Moenkopi
Formation
Stratigraphically between the Kaibab and the Moenkopi formations is the Rock
Canyon Conglomerate, deposited mostly in lens-shaped channels produced by fluvial
erosion and filled by a conglomerate (Reeside & Bassler, 1921; McKee, 1938; Nielson,
1986; Sorauf & Billingsley, 1991). The hiatus associated with the unconformity ranges
from the Leonardian to the Lower Triassic. At some locations, erosion cut channels into
the Kaibab Formation up to 100 feet (30 meters) deep (Sorauf & Billingsley, 1991).
These channels were subsequently filled with the sediments of the Rock Canyon
Conglomerate. Where the Rock Canyon Conglomerate is not present, the contact
between the Harrisburg Member of the Kaibab Formation and the Moenkopi Formation
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is marked by an erosional surface (Hendrickson, 2017). There are two members of the
Moenkopi Formation that contact the top of the Kaibab Formation; the lower is the
Timpoweap Member, and the upper is Lower Red Member (Figure 8).
West

East

Moenkopi Formation

Virgin LImestone Member

Triassic

Middle Red Member

Moenkopi Formation

Triassic

Shnabkaib Shale Member

Lower Red Member

Timpoweap Member

Kaibab Formation

Permian

Permian

Harrisburg Member

Kaibab Formation

Rock Canyon
Conglomerate

Figure 8: Geometry of the Harrisburg Member, Permian-Triassic Unconformity (red line), Rock Canyon Conglomerate,
and the Timpoweap and Lower Red Members of the Moenkopi Formation. The Virgin, Middle Red, and Shnabkaib
Members are not present in the study area and pinch out toward the west. The Timpoweap and Lower Red Members
are present in the study area (modified from (Hendrickson, 2017)). Units below the Permian-Triassic Unconformity
were deposited in the Permian and units above it were deposited in the Triassic.

The Rock Canyon Conglomerate
The Rock Canyon Conglomerate is composed predominantly of conglomerates
and contains some breccias that formed due to erosive processes and were deposited
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during the Late Permian and Early Triassic Epochs. Three lithofacies of the Rock Canyon
Conglomerate can be identified. The first is composed of rounded boulder-, cobble-, and
pebble-sized clasts in lens-shaped bodies that have a linear third direction (Nielson,
1986). The second lithofacies is composed of weakly imbricated angular cobble- and
pebble-sized clasts in circular lens-shaped deposits and represent paleokarst
depressions that were filled (Nielson, 1986). The third lithofacies is composed of a sandy
matrix with angular pebble-sized clasts often observed to have planar beds that have
been interpreted as a regolith (Nielson, 1986). In the study area, only the karst fill
depressions and regolith lithofacies are observable. In some locations, the regolith
lithofacies can be observed above the karst lithofacies.

The Moenkopi Formation
The Moenkopi Formation was deposited during the Early Triassic Epoch. It is
approximately 700 feet (213 meters) thick and is composed largely of shale and
sandstone. The lower 100 feet (30 meters) consist of a light brown shale, and above this
is a 100-feet-thick (30 meters) unit of white calcareous shale (Reeside & Bassler, 1921).
The remaining 500 feet (152 meters) are composed of gypsiferous, chocolate brown
shale and sandstone (Reeside & Bassler, 1921). Sparse limestone lenses occur
throughout the formation (Reeside & Bassler, 1921). In the Moenkopi Formation, there
are six members present throughout southwestern Utah and Northern Arizona. In
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stratigraphic order, they include: the Timpoweap, Lower Red, Virgin Limestone, Middle
Red, Shnabkaib Shale, and Upper Red (Reeside & Bassler, 1921; Irwin, 1971).
The Timpoweap Member. The Timpoweap Member is composed of siltstone,
sandstone, variegated shale, limestone, dolostone, conglomerate, and breccia.
Limestone is the dominant lithology, and siltstone and sandstone are more common
than shale (Irwin, 1971).
The Lower Red Member. The Lower Red Member consists of red to brown,
interbedded, laminated siltstones and sandstones (Irwin, 1971).
The Virgin Limestone. Stratigraphically above the Lower Red Member is the
overlying Virgin Limestone Member. The Virgin Limestone Member is not observed in
the study area and pinches out to the west. The Virgin Limestone Member is composed
of yellowish-brown limestone interbedded with yellow to red calcareous shale. Many
fossils can be found in this lithofacies, with bivalves constituting the most abundant
bioclasts. Reeside and Bassler (1921) proposed that this member be formally named the
Virgin Limestone Member because it is exposed near the city of Virgin, Utah.
The Middle Red Member. Stratigraphically above the Virgin Limestone is the
Middle Red Member. As with the Virgin Limestone, it is not present in the study area
and pinches out to the west. The Middle Red Member is much like the Lower Red Beds,
but is composed of dark red, brick red, or reddish-brown siltstones and sandstones. At
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the top of this unit is a massive, medium-grained, yellow sandstone (Reeside & Bassler,
1921).
The Shnabkaib Member. Above the Middle Red member is the Shnabkaib
Member. The Shnabkaib Member is also absent from the study area and pinches out to
the west of the study area. The Shnabkaib member is composed of siltstone and white
to gray sandy shale.
The Upper Red Member. The uppermost member of the Moenkopi Formation is
the Upper Red Member, which contains siltstone and shale units. In the study area in
south central Utah and north central Arizona both the Upper Red and Shnabkaib
members are not present because the pinch out to the west. In the study area, the
Moenkopi Formation consists of the Timpoweap Member and the Lower Red Member.

Depositional Environments
The Kaibab Formation
The Kaibab Formation was deposited in the Middle Permian during the
Leonardian to Guadalupian highstand. The Kaibab Formation was deposited in both
open and restricted marine settings on a shallow, west-dipping carbonate ramp. The
Kaibab Formation contains limestone, dolostone, evaporite deposits, and siliciclastic
rocks. No evaporite deposits were seen in the study area, but evaporites do occur
farther west. The Fossil Mountain Member was deposited in an open marine
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environment and the Harrisburg Member was deposited in a restricted marine
environment. The paleo shoreline was oriented north-south (Hendrickson, 2017).
The depositional environments of the Kaibab Formation include shallow-marine
ramp, restricted coastal plain, and sabkha environments. The Fossil Mountain Member
was deposited in a transgressive, open, shallow marine environment. The lithologies
deposited in this member include dolomitic skeletal wackestone, dolomitic skeletal
mudstone, dolomitic mudstone, and sandstone.
An overview of the depositional environments of the stratigraphic units in the
Harrisburg Member is as follows. Unit one and two of the Harrisburg Member were
deposited in a shallow marine environment during a regression and represent part of a
falling stage systems tract. Unit three was deposited in a marginal marine setting during
a regression with the upper surface of the unit exposed to subaerial erosion. It
represents part of a falling stage systems tract and lowstand systems tract. Unit four
was deposited in a transgressive shoreline to shallow marine setting and represents part
of a transgressive systems tract. Unit five was deposited in a shallow marine
environment and represents part of a highstand systems tract. Unit six was deposited in
a shallow marine setting during a minor regression and represents part of a low stand
system tract. Unit seven was deposited in a shallow marine environment during a
transgression representing part of a transgressive systems tract. Unit eight was
deposited in a shallow marine environment during a minor regression represents part of
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a lowstand systems tract. Unit nine was deposited in a shallow marine environment in
transgression and represents part of a high stand systems tract (Hendrickson, 2017).
The Rock Canyon Conglomerate in the study area was deposited in karst
depressions produced by dissolution of the upper units of the Harrisburg Member and
as a regolith and represents part of a lowstand systems tract. The Timpoweap Member
of the Moenkopi Formation was deposited in a shallow marine environment during a
transgression representing a transgressive systems tract. The Lower Red Member of the
Moenkopi Formation was deposited in a siliciclastic shallow marine environment to tidal
flat environment and is associated with a high stand systems track to a slight regression
representing a short falling stage systems tract.

The Rock Canyon Conglomerate
During the Late Permian and Early Triassic, the Kaibab Formation was subaerially
exposed and underwent erosion. The erosion produced stream channels, dissolution
features that formed a karst topography, and a regolith during the Permian-Triassic
transition. The Rock Canyon Conglomerate filled in the low areas of the topography.

The Moenkopi Formation
During the Early Triassic, after the subaerial exposure and deposition of the Rock
Canyon Conglomerate, the Moenkopi Formation was deposited during a marine
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transgression west of the study area in southern Utah (Nielson, 1986; Hendrickson
2017). The Timpoweap Member was disconformably deposited over the Kaibab
Formation and the Rock Canyon Conglomerate, continuing to fill in the topography
along the Permian-Triassic topography. As the sea continued to advance, the Lower Red
Member was deposited on a shallow, clastic, marine shelf (Nielson, 1986).
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Methodology
Location of measured sections
Eight sections were measured in the study area (Figure 1). Locations were
chosen with significant exposure of the Harrisburg Member from the lower contact with
the Fossil Mountain Member to the upper contact with the Rock Canyon Conglomerate
and the Moenkopi Formation. Outcrops in road cuts were measured to describe key
units in the Harrisburg Member that were covered in other parts of the study area. A
section at the Kaibab Formation type locality was measured to compare the Harrisburg
Member in the study area to the type locality.
Sections were measured using a five-foot-tall Jacob Staff and a Brunton compass.
Locations of sections were recorded using the Gaia GPS app in a Samsung Galaxy A50
smartphone. Using the Brunton compass, orientation and Jacob staff measurements of
the bedding thickness were recorded. Hand samples of key units were collected along
the sections and described using the GSA color chart for accurate color descriptions.
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Fossil collection
Fossils were collected throughout the study area and along measured sections,
in areas of high fauna concentration. A wood chisel and rock hammer were used to
collect paleontology samples. The fossils were only collected if they were easy to extract
to reduce possible damage to the samples. These samples were labeled and placed in
plastic zip lock bags.

Orientation of fossils
Orientation data were taken in the study area on the nautiloids and gastropods
whose conches clearly showed tapering from the wide end to the narrow end. Fossil
orientation was measured with a Brunton compass to determine paleocurrent direction
(Figure 9). Fossil orientation measurements were taken along measured sections that
had nautiloids and gastropods present and at outcrop 567 east and 567 west. These
outcrops were named due to their proximity to a mile marker on US 89A.
Orientation measurements were taken in azimuth. The measurement was taken
by holding the Brunton compass above the sample and pointing the compass in the
direction of tapering. When the current was moving, it would cause larger amounts of
drag on the wider end of the sample than at the tapered end. This would have oriented
the tapered end into the direction the current came from. Thus, measurements record
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the direction of the paleocurrent at the time of deposition. This method of orientation is
similar to how a weathervane works (Figure 9).

Weathervane
Wind
Direction

Point of
Rotation

pivots into
position

Nautiloids
Marine Current
Direction

rolls into
position

Figure 9: Depiction of how weathervanes turn into the wind current direction. This is due to a higher amount of drag
on the back of the weathervane than the front. Being in this position is the most stable configuration for the
weathervane. Nautiloids have a potential to do the same. Rather than pivot on a point like a weathervane, the
nautiloid would roll into a more stable position.
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Biodiversity
Biodiversity was measured by counting the number of fossils in a one foot by one
foot (0.3 m by 0.3 m) square box (Figure 10). The thin paracord was laid on outcrops as
square as possible and paleo samples were numbered. The biodiversity squares were
small because outcrop space was limited and often only a one-foot-wide (0.3 m)
outcrop space was available to measure. Three biodiversity squares were measured at
fossil-rich units in each section. In the biodiversity squares, the number of nautiloids,
gastropods, bivalves, brachiopods, bryozoan, trilobites, sponges, and burrows was
recorded (regardless of species). The percentage of the biodiversity square that was
covered in a fossil hash was noted.

Figure 10: Example of a biodiversity square. In this square, 100% of the fossils seen are apparent sponges with silica
concretions surrounding the sponges.
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Fossil identification
In the field, nautiloids were identified by their orthoconic (“straight-shelled”)
shell morphology (Figure 11), and rare evidence of internal structures such as the
siphuncle (Figure 12), protoconch (Figure 13), and septa. When comparing the nautiloids
to scaphopods, the scaphopods (Figure 14) are long, conical shells that are tubular, and
often have a slight curve. The pointed end of scaphopods are buried in the sediment,
whereas nautiloids are pelagic animals (Prothero, 2013). Though poorly preserved, the
internal and external morphology of the samples in the field indicates the samples are
nautiloids and not scaphopods. Fossils were found to have a siphuncle (Figure 12),
protoconch (Figure 13), septa, and be in a horizontal orientation and never in a vertical
orientation as would be expected with a sediment buried scaphopod. With this
evidence it is clear the orthoconic samples found are true nautiloids.
Fossils and hand samples were labeled with the measured section, unit, and
distance above base of the section they came from.
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Figure 11: Sample of a nautiloid in the Harrisburg Member of the Kaibab Formation. The nautiloid is approximately
9.8 cm (3.8 in) long. The originally calcareous shell of the nautiloid was replaced with silica.

Figure 12: Siphuncle of a nautiloid in the Harrisburg Member. The siphuncle is rod-shaped.
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Figure 13: Cross section of a nautiloid illustrating the protoconch of the nautiloid. The nautiloid is about 4.5 cm (1.8
in) long.

Figure 14: Example of modern scaphopods from Simone (2009). Figure shows that the scaphopods are tubes that are
open at both ends, have a curve, and lack internal structures.
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Hand samples collected were used to make fifteen billets. The billets were sent
to a lab to have thin sections cut. The thin sections were impregnated with blue epoxy
to show porosity and half of each thin section was stained with alizarin red S to
distinguish calcite from dolomite. Thin sections were studied under a petrographic
microscope.
Images of the study area were recorded using a Samsung Galaxy A50 smart
phone. Coordinates collected with the same phone were transferred into ArcGIS to
produce accurate base maps and cross section maps. Each measured section was
drafted and cross sections were constructed from data collected in the field.

Measuring sections
In total, eight sections were measured in the study area (Figure 1). Sections one
though five were measured on the east Kaibab Monocline on the east side of the Kaibab
Plateau, along the switchbacks of Highway 89A. Section six was measured on the west
side of the Kaibab Plateau along the switchbacks of Highway 89A. Section seven was
measured in a wash southwest of Marble Canyon, Arizona. Section eight was measured
in Buckskin Wash (Kaibab Gulch) at the type location for the Kaibab Formation.
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Stratigraphic Analysis
Measured Sections
Within the study area, the Harrisburg Member was divided into nine
stratigraphic units based on lithology. Section one (Figure 16) has four feet (1.2 m) of
the Fossil Mountain Member at the base and 91 ft (27.7 m) of the Harrisburg Member
above. The Harrisburg Member in section one contains units one though seven. Section
two (Figure 17) has two feet (0.6 m) of the Fossil Mountain Member at the base and 104
ft (31.7 m) of the Harrisburg Member above. The Harrisburg Member in section two

contains lithologic units one through seven. Section three (Figure 18) contains 30 ft (9.1
m) of the Harrisburg Member, which consists of units three, four, and five.
Section four (Figure 19) contains 20 ft (6 m) of the Fossil Mountain Member at
the base and 149 ft (45.4 m) of the Harrisburg Member above. The Harrisburg Member
in section four consists of stratigraphic units one though eight. Section five (Figure 20) is
59 ft (18 m) thick and consists of units four though nine of the Harrisburg Member.
Section six (Figure 21) is 31.5 ft (9.6 m) of the Harrisburg Member, and consists of units
five though eight of the Harrisburg Member. The top of unit five at this location contains
a six inch (15.24 cm) cap of white chert. This white cap can be seen in sections four, five,
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and other road cuts in the study area. It was used to identify the base unit of section six.
Section seven (Figure 22) contains five feet (1.5 m) of the Fossil Mountain
Member, 86 ft (26.2 m) of the Harrisburg Member, three feet (0.9 m) of the Rock
Canyon Conglomerate, and 67 ft (20.4 m) of the Lower Red Member of the Moenkopi
Formation giving a total thickness of 161 ft (49 m). The Harrisburg Member in section
seven consists of stratigraphic units one though three. The remaining Harrisburg
Member was not present in this section. Section eight (Figure 23) has seven feet (2.1 m)
of the Fossil Mountain Member, 79 ft (24 m) of the Harrisburg Member, 25 ft (7.6 m) of
the Rock Canyon Conglomerate, and 15 ft (4.6 m) of the Timpoweap Member of the
Moenkopi Formation, for a total thickness of 126 ft (38.4 m). The Harrisburg Member
consists of stratigraphic units one though five.
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Figure 15: Key for measured sections, one through eight.
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Figure 16: Stratigraphic column of measured section one at the Kaibab Plateau on the East Kaibab Monocline along
Highway 89A. The narrowing to the top shows the weathering profile of the measured section. This measured section
contains the Fossil Mountain Member, units one through seven of the Harrisburg Member, and is a representative
section for the Harrisburg Member on the north Kaibab Plateau.
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Figure 17: Stratigraphic column of measured section two on the Kaibab Plateau along the East Kaibab Monocline near
Highway 89A. The narrowing to the top shows the weathering profile of the measured section. This measured section
contains the Fossil Mountain Member, units one, two, three, four, five, six, and seven of the Harrisburg Member.
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Figure 18: Stratigraphic column of measured section three on the Kaibab Plateau along the East Kaibab Monocline
near Highway 89A. The narrowing to the top shows the weathering profile of the measured section. This measured
section contains units three, four and five, of the Harrisburg Member.
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Figure 19: Stratigraphic column of measured section four on the Kaibab Plateau along the East Kaibab Monocline near
Highway 89A. The narrowing to the top shows the weathering profile of the measured section. This measured section
contains the Fossil Mountain Member and units one through eight of the Harrisburg Member.
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Figure 20: Stratigraphic column of measured section five on the Kaibab Plateau along the East Kaibab Monocline near
Highway 89A. The narrowing to the top shows the weathering profile of the measured section. This measured section
contains unit four, five, six, seven, eight, and nine of the Harrisburg Member.
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Figure 21: Stratigraphic column of measured section six on the Kaibab Plateau on the west side of the plateau just
north of the Escalante Grand Staircase pull over view point on Highway 89A. The narrowing to the top shows the
weathering profile of the measured section. This measured section contains stratigraphic units, five, six, seven, and
eight of the Harrisburg Member.
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Figure 22: Stratigraphic column of measured section seven, located southwest of the town of Marble Canyon Arizona
in a wash along Highway 89A. The narrowing to the top shows the weathering profile of the measured section. This
measured section contains three units: the Harrisburg Member of the Kaibab Formation; the Rock Canyon
Conglomerate; and the Lower Red Member (MK2) of the Moenkopi Formation.
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Figure 23: Stratigraphic column of measured section eight, located in Buckskin Wash in southern Utah. The narrowing
to the top shows the weathering profile of the measured section. This measured section contains the Fossil Mountain
Member, units one through five of the Harrisburg Member, the Rock Canyon Conglomerate, and the Timpoweap
Member (MK1) of the Moenkopi Formation.
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Formations and stratigraphic units
Formations in the study area are the Kaibab Formation, which contains the Fossil
Mountain and the Harrisburg members. The Kaibab Formation is underlain by the
Toroweap Formation. Above the Kaibab Formation is the Rock Canyon Conglomerate
and the Moenkopi Formation which contains the Timpoweap and Lower Red members.
In the Kaibab Formation the Fossil Mountain Member has one stratigraphic unit and the
Harrisburg Member has nine stratigraphic units. The Rock Canyon Conglomerate has
one stratigraphic unit. The Moenkopi has two stratigraphic units: the Timpoweap
Member (lowest member in the Moenkopi Formation), and the Lower Red Member of
the Moenkopi Formation (the member stratigraphically above the Timpoweap
Member).

The Fossil Mountain Member
In the Kaibab Formation, the Fossil Mountain Member forms a massive cliff. It is
a dolomudstone to a dolopackstone that contains large chert nodules and crinoid
columnals. It is greenish gray on weathered surfaces and is very light gray on fresh
surfaces. In this study, only the upper few feet of the member were measured. The top
of this unit was defined by the last occurrence of thick bedded limestone with abundant
crinoids (Figure 24). It contains many chert nodules that range greatly in size from a few
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inches to more than a foot (1cm to 20 cm) in diameter. Fossils are abundant in the Fossil
Mountain Member.

Figure 24: Typical surface of the Fossil Mountain Member found in sections one, two, four, and eight. Silicified crinoid
columnals are abundant and in random orientations.

The Harrisburg Member
The Harrisburg Member of the Kaibab Formation has nine units. Unit one, the
lowest unit, is a dolomudstone that has chert nodules between two and six inches (five
to 15 cm) in diameter. It is light greenish gray on weathered and fresh surfaces. It is
thin- to thick-bedded and contains chert ribbons. Chert ribbons are thin beds of chert
that have a sinuous contact with the surrounding rock, usually dolostone, and have a
slightly sinuous appearance (Figure 25). A single echinoid spine was found in this unit.
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This unit weathers to form a ledge. Unit one’s contact with the Fossil Mountain Member
is conformable.

Figure 25: Example of chert ribbons. Photo shows white chert ribbons with sinuous contact with dolostone. May have
a slight boudinage appearance.

Unit two is a light greenish gray dolomicrite for weathered and fresh surfaces. Its
beds are eight to 12 inches (20 to 30 cm) thick. Chert nodules and ribbons can be found
in unit two. A single bivalve fossil was found in the studied portion of this unit. Unit two
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has a stairstep topography and the lower contact with unit one is conformable to
gradational.
Unit three is a variable unit with sections composed of fractured chert beds;
dolomitic quartz sandstone composed of well-sorted, rounded to subrounded, mediumgrained sand, (Figure 26) in lenses contained within dolostone. The Dolomudstone is
moderate yellowish brown on weathered surfaces and grayish yellow on fresh surfaces.
The chert is white on both fresh and weathered surfaces. The sandstone is a moderate
yellowish brown on weathered surfaces and grayish yellow on fresh surfaces.

Figure 26: Magnified photo of a sandstone bed in unit three. Figure shows the quartz grains and rock fragments in the
sandstone.

Beds are typically between two and five feet (0.6 and 1.5 m) thick. Bedding
structures in unit three include convoluted bedding, lenticular dolomitic sandstone,
fractured chert beds, and well-developed load structures at the lower contact (Figure
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27). Unit three is between five and 15 ft (1.5 and 3 m) thick. No fossils were found in
unit three. Unit three weathers to form a ledge and the lower contact is conformable.

Figure 27: Well developed load structure occasionally seen in Unit 3 of the Harrisburg Member. The blue arrow
indicates a load structure composed of dolomitic sandstone and the green arrows are load structures composed of
highly weathered and fractured chert.

Unit four is a calcareous, shaly siltstone. It is moderate reddish orange to
moderate orange pink on weathered surfaces and moderate reddish orange to pale
yellowish orange on fresh surfaces. Beds range in thickness from two to 12 inches (five
to 30 cm). Unit four is between 18 and 25 ft (5.5 and 7.6 m) thick. Sedimentary
structures found in this unit include planar laminated bedding and large ripple beds. At
many locations, unit four is topographically expressed as a reddish sediment-covered
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slope. In road cuts, unit four consists of a moderate reddish-orange calcareous shaly
siltstone (Figure 28). Both upper and lower contacts are conformable.
Unit five is a dolowackestone that is a dark yellowish orange on fresh and
weathered surfaces. Beds are three to six feet (one to two m) thick. Planar laminations
are present at several locations. It also contains a localized white siliceous cap six inches
(15 cm) thick. Fossils in unit five include nautiloids, gastropods, sponges, brachiopods,
bivalves, brachiopods, and burrows. It weathers to form a ledge. The lower contact with
unit four is conformable and may contains large ripple marks (Figure 28).

Figure 28: Contact between unit four (rust red beds at the bottom just above the brush) and unit five (yellowish
orange) directly above it. The contact between them is expressed as large ripples.
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Units six is a dolomudstone that is moderate orange pink on weathered and
fresh surfaces. Unit six is laminated and thin-bedded dolostone (Figure 28), and beds are
between two and five inches (2 cm to 10 cm) thick. At many locations, it weathers to
form a covered slope. In road cuts where it is exposed, it is a laminated thin-bedded
dolostone and its lower contact is conformable.
Unit seven is a moderate orange pink dolomudstone for weathered and fresh
exposures. Unit seven is between three and seven feet (one and 2.1 m) thick. The unit is
massive to weakly laminated and has lam-scram structures (Figure 29), chert nodules,
and chert horizons. Chert horizons are layers that contain many chert nodules of varying
sizes that are not connected, but align horizontally. Fossils in this unit include nautiloids,
gastropods, sponges, burrows, bivalves, and bryozoans. Unit seven weathers to form a
ledge and the lower contact is conformable.

Figure 29: Heavily bioturbated beds exhibit a lam-scram texture in the Harrisburg Member. The fossilized burrows are
replaced with silica and are dark brown. The dolostone between the layers of burrows are pale yellowish orange.
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Unit eight is a sediment covered slope. Unit nine, the uppermost unit of the
Harrisburg Member, is a fossiliferous dolomicrite that is moderate orange pink on
weathered and fresh faces. It is thin- to thick-bedded and contains burrows and chert
nodules. Burrows are present along the upper surface of the unit and it weathers to
form ledges. The lower contact is not exposed.

The Rock Canyon Conglomerate
The Rock Canyon Conglomerate is directly above the Kaibab Formation. There
are three lithofacies in the Rock Canyon Conglomerate; a dissolution fill facies
composed of breccia; a channelized facies composed of rounded clasts; and a regolith

facies which lacks large clasts (Nielson, 1986). The Rock Canyon Conglomerate in the
study area consists of the dissolution fill facies and the regolith facies. The dissolution fill
facies is a moderate reddish orange matrix supported breccia that contain elongate,
angular, tabular clasts. Clasts are normally graded, weakly imbricated, and range in size
from granules to cobbles (14 cm in diameter or larger). The matrix consists of a mediumgrained sandstone. In the study area, there are depressions filled with the dissolution fill
facies that grade into the regolith facies.
The Rock Canyon Conglomerate in the study area ranges in thickness from one to
25 ft (7.6 m) thick. In areas where the clasts are small, laminations are present (Figure
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30). The Rock Canyon Conglomerate is not continuous throughout the area but fills in
depressions. Its contact with the Harrisburg Member is disconformable (Figure 31;
Figure 32).

Figure 30: Laminations in the Rock Canyon Conglomerate regolith lithofacies where clasts are very small.

Figure 31: A cut and fill depression showing the Rock Canyon Conglomerate filling in a depression in the upper units of
the Harrisburg Member of the Kaibab Formation. In this location the Rock Canyon Conglomerate contains angular
clast, of the karst depression fill facies in the Harrisburg Member. The area on the left of the figure shows the angular
clasts of Rock Canyon Conglomerate that have filled a depression in the Harrisburg Member. The red line shows the
contact between these two formations.
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Figure 32: Dissolution hole in the Harrisburg Member filled with Rock Canyon Conglomerate. Three lithofacies of the
Rock Canyon Conglomerate can be see filling this wedge-shaped hole in the Harrisburg Member. The lower portion
indicated by the red bracket is the regolith facies. The blue bracket indicates the channel fill lithofacies of the Rock
Canyon Conglomerate. The black bracket indicates a low energy debris or mud flow of the channelized lithofacies of
the Rock Canyon Conglomerate.

The Moenkopi Formation
The Moenkopi Formation is stratigraphically above and in contact with both the
Kaibab Formation and Rock Canyon Conglomerate (Figure 8). It has two members in the
study area, the Timpoweap Member and the Lower Red Member. Stratigraphically, the
Timpoweap Member is the lowest with the Lower Red Member directly above. The
Lower Red Member is the second stratigraphic unit of the Moenkopi Formation above
the Harrisburg Member of the Kaibab Formation. In the study area, the other members
of the Moenkopi Formation are not present.
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The Timpoweap Member. The Timpoweap Member is a grayish yellow, thickbedded, calcareous dolomudstone that contains ribbons of calcite. It is grayish yellow
on weathered surfaces and pale yellowish orange on fresh surfaces. The unit is 15 ft (4.5
m) thick. Bedding is massive with isolated laminated large ripples. No fossils were found

in this unit in the study area. It does pinch out to the east. Topographically, it is a ledge
former. The lower contact with the Rock Canyon Conglomerate is obscured by
sediments.
The Lower Red Member. The Lower Red Member consists of planar laminated
medium-grained, well-sorted, sandstone. It is moderate reddish orange on fresh
surfaces and pale yellowish orange on fresh surfaces. Beds are fractions of an inch thick
(several mm). Linguoid ripples are found in localized parts of the study area. No fossils
were found in this unit. Topographically, it is expressed as ledges to slopes and the
lower contact with the Rock Canyon Conglomerate is conformable.

Stratigraphic Variation
Two cross sections through the study were constructed (Figure 33). The datum
for the cross sections was placed at the top of unit three because it best illustrates the
geomorphology of the Permian-Triassic unconformity in the study area and was present
in every complete section. It also represents a sequence boundary as this unit is highly
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weathered and contains channelized dolomitic quartz grained sandstone. The thickness
of unit three varies from south to north.

Figure 33: Map illustrating the locations of the two cross sections constructed through the study area. The blue line
represents A to A`, and the purple line represents B to B`. A to A` contains sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 from south to
north. B to B` contains sections 6, 4, and 7 from west to east.

Cross section A to A’
Cross section A to A` (Figure 34) is a north-south cross section that connects
sections one through five and eight (Figure 35). Sections one though five are located on
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the east Kaibab Monocline along the switchbacks of Highway 89A and section eight is in
the Buckskin Wash (Kaibab Gulch) (Figure 34). Section one contains units one, two,
three, four, five, six, and seven of the Harrisburg Member. Unit seven is truncated by
the Permian-Triassic unconformity.

In section one, unit one is slightly thinner than unit two. Units one and two
become thin toward the north. This could have been produced by compaction; later
dissolution of units one and two after deposition; or represent a thinning of the unit.
Units four and five have a slight variation in thickness throughout the study area.
Variations of units four and five thickness could reflect differential compaction of the
sediments after deposition or sediment infilling of the disconformity at the top of unit

three. Units four through nine are missing entirely from section three, having been
removed by erosion during the Late Permian or Early Triassic Epochs. Unit seven is
present in sections one, two, four, and five but units six, seven, eight, and nine were
removed by erosion during the Late Permian and Early Triassic.
Section two contains units one, two, three, four, five, six, and seven of the
Harrisburg Member. In this section, units two and three are much thinner than at other
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sections, suggesting differential compaction; dissolution; or a thinning of these units at
this locations. Unit seven is truncated by the Permian-Triassic unconformity.

Figure 34: Location of cross section A to A`. Section one, or A, is to the south and A` is in the north. A to A` contains
sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8.
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Figure 35: Cross section A to A` from south to north. The top of unit three is the datum and the red line represents the
Permian-Triassic Unconformity. Units included are unit one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, and nine of the
Harrisburg Member, the Rock Canyon Conglomerate, and the Timpoweap Member of the Moenkopi Formation. The
datum was selected because it represents an erosional boundary and sequence boundary and it is present in every
section.
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Section three contains units three, four, and five of the Harrisburg Member. Unit
three does not show its lower units, as they have not been exposed by erosion. Section
three was measured in a wash where the stratigraphic units were exposed. Unit five is
not as thick as at other location due to truncation by the Permian-Triassic unconformity.
Section four has units one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, and eight. In this
section, unit one remains laterally consistent with section one. Unit two is much thinner
in section four than in section two, but similar in thickness to section one. Unit three is
similar in lithology and thickness to section one. Unit four has the same thickness as at
other locations. Unit five and six are thinner at this location. Units seven and eight are
thicker at this location and represent a topographic high along the Permian-Triassic
unconformity.
Section five contains units four, five, six, seven, eight, and nine. Units one though
three were not exposed below the road cut. In this section, unit four is clayey siltstone.
Units five, six, and seven are similar in thickness and lithologies to those seen in these
units to the south of section five. Unit nine is present only in this section and is a
dolomicrite that contains burrows. Because unit nine is present in section five, it
suggests that a topographic high in this location was produced by erosion during the
development of the Permian-Triassic unconformity. Otherwise unit nine would be
present in other locations.
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In section eight, units one, two, three, four, and five of the Harrisburg Member
are present. Units one and two of the Harrisburg Member are indistinguishable from
one another. Units one and two grade into one unit. This is reflected in the A to A` cross
section. The erosion during the Late Permian and Early Triassic Epochs removed units
six, seven, eight, and nine. Directly above the Permian-Triassic unconformity is the Rock
Canyon Conglomerate. In section eight it is thicker than in section seven. The Rock
Canyon Conglomerate grades from the tabular angular clast dissolution lithofacies into
the sandy small clast regolith lithofacies and eventually into a sediment-covered slope.
Above the Rock Canyon Conglomerate is the Timpoweap Member of the Moenkopi
Formation.
Regionally, the Rock Canyon Conglomerate was deposited as lenses of
conglomerate, patches of angular conglomerate, and as regolith. The Rock Canyon
Conglomerate in the study area is exposed as depression fill deposits of breccia and a
thin veneer of the sandy regolith lithofacies. The Timpoweap Member is not present in
the south part of the study area, only being exposed in the northernmost section and
was deposited in a shallow marine setting
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Cross section B to B’
Cross section B to B` (Figure 36) connects sections six, four, and seven (Figure
37). Section six is on the west side of the Kaibab Plateau on Highway 89A just north of
the Escalante Grand Staircase view point. Section four is located on the east Kaibab

Monocline in the switchbacks of Highway 89A. Section seven is located in a wash
southwest of Marble Canyon Arizona along Highway 89A.

Figure 36: Map of cross section B to B`. This cross section connects sections six on the west side of the Kaibab Plateau
north of the Escalante Grand Staircase viewpoint along Highway 89A, section four, located on the East Kaibab
Monocline along Highway 89A, and seven located southwest of Marble Canyon Arizona.
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Section six was selected because it exposed the upper units of the Harrisburg
Member in a wash on the east side of the Kaibab Monocline. In section six, units five,
six, seven, and eight are seen (Figure 37). The lower units of the Harrisburg Member
have not been exposed due to erosion. Only the upper part of unit five is exposed it

contains thin-bedded dolomicrite. Unit six is a sediment-covered slope. Units seven and
eight are well-exposed. Unit eight was truncated by erosion during the Late Permian and
Early Triassic.
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Figure 37: Cross section B to B`. This cross section connects section six, four, and seven. Section six is located on the
west side of the Kaibab Plateau. Section four is located on the east side of the Kaibab Plateau. Section seven is located
southwest of the town of Marble Canyon, Arizona.
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Section four contains units one though eight of the Harrisburg Member. Unit one
has the same thickness across the study area. Unit two is largely a sediment-covered
slope in section four. Unit three contains dolomicrite, chert beds, and sandstone. Unit
four is a slope. Unit five is thinner in section four. Unit six is a covered slope and is

thinner than in section six. Unit seven is thicker than in section six. Unit eight is a
sediment-covered slope that is thicker at this location than unit eight in section six.
Erosion during the Late Permian and Early Triassic epochs removed any overlying units
that may have been deposited.
Section seven contains units one, two, and three of the Harrisburg Member, the
Rock Canyon Conglomerate, and the Lower Red Member of the Moenkopi Formation.
Unit one is thicker in this section than in section four. Unit two is slightly thinner than in
section four. Unit three is a highly weathered chert. Missing in this section are the upper
units of the Harrisburg Member. They were probably deposited and removed by erosion
during the Late Permian and Early Triassic. Above the unconformity is the Rock Canyon
Conglomerate and the Lower Red Member; no Timpoweap Member was observed
(Figure 38). The Rock Canyon Conglomerate at this location is very thin and contains
cobble-sized clasts that are angular at the bottom and grade up into pebble-sized
angular clasts toward the top. The upper portion of the unit has a higher percentage of
sand than at the bottom. This transition takes place over a short interval. The Lower Red
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Member of the Moenkopi Formation is very thick in this location and consists of planar
laminated sandstone.
In the study area, the Rock Canyon does not contain large channels filled with
conglomerate as are found at the type locality in Rock and Timpoweap canyons along

the Hurricane Cliff. It is represented by localized deposits of breccia and thin deposits of
cobble and pebble conglomerate to sandstone that were deposited in karst features and
as regolith. The Lower Red Member is also present along the East Kaibab Monocline.
The Virgin Limestone and Shnabkaib members pinch out to the west of the study area
so there is not a division of the Moenkopi Formation into Lower Red, Middle Red, and
Upper Red.; there is one red sandstone–siltstone unit above the Timpoweap Member.
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Figure 38: Contact between unit three of the Harrisburg Member, the Rock Canyon Conglomerate, and the Lower Red
Member of the Moenkopi Formation with a five-foot Jacob staff for scale. The bottom of the Jacob staff is resting on
unit three of the Harrisburg Member. The red line highlights the contact between unit three and the Rock Canyon
Conglomerate. The blue line highlights the contact between the Rock Canyon Conglomerate and the Lower Red
Member of the Moenkopi Formation.
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Petrography
Hand samples collected in the field were described using a hand lens and
binocular microscope. The Folk (1959) classification of carbonates was used to describe
and classify the hand samples and thin sections collected. Fifteen thin sections were
made in total from the hand samples collected. In section one, three thin sections were
made from units two, five, and seven. In section two, four thin sections were made. One
thin section came from unit five and two came from unit seven. Three thin sections
were prepared from section four. Sections were cut from units two, five, and seven.
Thin sections were cut from unit four and unit five collected along section five. One thin
section was cut from unit seven from along section six. One thin section from unit was
cut from section seven unit two. For a description of each thin section, see appendix A.

Allochems and fabrics
Allochems found in thin sections of the Harrisburg Member include fossils,
pellets (Figure 39), and ooids (Figure 45). Fossils included bivalves (Figure 40), nautiloids
(Figure 41), crinoids (Figure 42), bryozoan (Figure 43), algal laminations (Figure 44). The
crinoids and some bivalves have been replaced with dolomite and are highly broken.
The nautiloids and some bivalves have been replaced by silica.
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Bryozoans are poorly preserved. Fossils that have undergone extensive alteration as a
result of diagenesis were also present (Figure 42). Fossils are the most common
allochem in the Harrisburg Member of the Kaibab Formation.

Figure 39: Photomicrograph is from unit five of section one and shows silty, fossiliferous, peloidal dolomicrosparite.
The red arrows show pellets. The green arrow shows a silt grain. The blue arrows show dolorhombs. The purple arrow
shows calcite cement.
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Figure 40: Photomicrograph from unit seven of section two and shows a fossiliferous cherty dolostone. The red

arrows illustrate bivalves that have been replaced by silica. Blue arrows indicate dolomicrite. The green arrow shows
the silt in the unit. The purple arrows are pointing to calcite.

Figure 41: Photomicrographs from unit seven of section two and shows a silty, peloidal, fossiliferous
dolomicrosparite. Photomicrograph A has the polarizer filter applied to it and thin section B does not have the
polarizer filter applied. In photomicrograph A, the red arrow shows a nautiloid composed of radial silica. The silica
radiates from the outside margin of the nautiloid into the center of the nautiloid. The purple arrow shows calcite that
may be the siphuncle. Yellow arrows indicate the circular radial fabric silica. Green arrows indicate silt grains. Blue
arrows indicate dolomicrosparite. The white arrow indicates a dolomitic pellet. The black arrow indicates a drusy silica
fabric. In photomicrograph B (with the polarizer filter tuned off) the red arrow indicates the laminar zonation fabric
with a banded appearance. The black arrow indicates the drusy silica fabric. The yellow arrow indicates the circular
radial fabric silica. Photomicrograph B lacks the circular laminations.
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Figure 42: Photomicrograph A is from unit seven of section four and shows a silty, peloidal, fossiliferous fine-grain
dolostone. Photomicrograph B is from unit seven of section six. In photomicrograph A, the red arrows indicate crinoid
columnals cut at an oblique angle. The green arrow shows a silt grain. The blue arrows shows dolorhombs. In
photomicrograph B, the red arrow shows a ghost crinoid columnal. The blue arrows show ghost pellets. The green
arrows show silt grains. The yellow arrow shows pore space filled with drusy silica. Extensive diagenesis has altered
this thin section.
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Figure 43: Photomicrograph from unit seven of section six and shows a cherty, fossiliferous, peloidal dolostone. This
photomicrograph was taken without the polarizer filter. The red arrow shows a bryozoan with the pore spaces filled
with glauconite. The blue arrows show the dolostone. The yellow arrows indicate the zoned radial silica. The white
arrow indicates the blue epoxy-filled pore space. The black arrow shows oil in pore space.

Figure 44: Photomicrograph from unit two of section one and shows a laminated structure. Thin section shows a
laminated silty dolomitic chert. Laminations of silt are shown with the green arrows and laminations of cherty and
dolomitic algal layers are shown in red. Unit has undergone extensive diagenesis.
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Figure 45: Photomicrograph from unit seven of section four and shows a silty, peloidal, fossiliferous, fine-grain
dolostone with chert nodules. Photomicrograph A has the polarizer filter applied and photomicrograph B does not
have the polarizer filter applied. In photomicrograph A, the red arrow shows a dolomitic ghost ooid. Note the
concentric half ring. The blue arrow shows the dolomite. The green arrow indicates the silt grins. The yellow arrow
shows the radial silica. In photomicrograph B, the yellow arrows indicate the radial fibrous silica fabric. The concentric
banding is visible with the polarizer off.

Pellets are the second most common allochem and have been replaced by
dolomite. Pellets are poorly preserved and often show the effects of compaction. They
occur as isolated pellets or in layers forming laminations. The pellets have undergone
extensive dolomitization (Figure 39). Intraclasts are third most common allochem
followed by ooids. Both are very poorly preserved and have undergone dolomitization.
The fossils at many locations have been replaced by silica, which has destroyed
their internal structure. Bivalve and brachiopods fragments are recognized by their
concave shape and have been replaced with silica. The nautiloids are most common and
have been replaced by silica with dolomitized interiors. The crinoids are recognized as
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circular or U–shaped allochems. The center of many crinoids has been filled by calcite
and altered by dolomitization. Possible algal laminations with layers of silt or pellets can
be present. The algal laminations were replaced by silica have undergone dolomitization
for the filling laminations.
Dolomite in thin section has both fine-grained and coarser-grained dolorhombs
(Figure 46). The fine-grained dolorhombs are found in the matrix replacing micrite. The
coarser-grained dolorhombs are found in pore spaces. Dolorhombs also exhibit zoning
with darker colored dolomite in the center and lighter color dolomite along the
perimeter (Figure 75).

Figure 46: Photomicrograph A is from unit two of section one and photomicrograph B is from unit five of section five.
Photomicrograph A is from a laminated, silty, dolomitic chert. The red arrows show the fine dolomite fabric. The blue
arrows show the coarse-grained dolorhomb fabric that formed in the pore space (blue epoxy is present in the pore
spaces). The green arrow shows a silt grain. Photomicrograph B is from a silty peloidal limestone. The red arrows
show the fine dolomite fabric. The blue arrows show the coarse-grained dolorhomb fabric that forms around pore
spaces.
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Figure 47: Photomicrograph A is from unit five of section two and shows a silty peloidal dolomicrosparite. The red
arrow points to a zoned dolorhomb set in a mosaic of dolomicrosparite. The center is a darker color than the outside.
Photomicrograph B is from unit seven of section two and shows a silty peloidal dolomicrosparite. The red arrow
shows a zoned dolorhomb. The blue arrows indicate crenulated silt grains. The green arrow indicates dolomite
inclusions in a silt grain.

Silica exhibits several fabrics. When silica has replaced a nautiloid shell, it forms a
radial fabric that radiates from the outer margin of the nautiloid into the center (Figure
41). Another diagenetic fabric that is seen is the chert nodules that show circular radial
fabric from the center outward (Figure 45). The radial pattern is best observable in cross
polarized light (XPL). In plane polarized light (PPL), the silica shows a zonation. When the
silica is not in nodules or replacing nautiloids, it often exhibits a banded form. In the
case of the circular radial fabric, the circle also appears in the shape of petals (Figure 45)
with or without the cross polarized light and shows a zonation that forms concentric
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rings (Figure 43). The center zone is almost perfectly circular, but the outermost zone
has an uneven edge. The silica also has a drusy fabric when it has replaced bivalve
fragments (Figure 40). The coarse drusy silica also forms around the edge of pore spaces
(Figure 48) and the fine drusy silica fills in the center.

Figure 48: Photomicrograph from unit five of section four and shows chert. Photomicrograph A has the polarizer filter
in place and photomicrograph B does not have the polarizer in place. In both thin photomicrograph A and B, the white
arrows indicate pore space. The red arrows show the coarse drusy silica around the margin of the pore spaces. The
blue arrows indicate areas of fine drusy silica not bordering the pore spaces.

Silica can be seen as quartz overgrowths on silt grains in cross polarized light by
exhibiting an iron oxide rim between the original quarts grain and the overgrowth
(Figure 49). Silt grains have irregular interlocking contacts under higher magnification
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(Figure 49; Figure 50). At lower magnification they appear sub-rounded to subangular.
The silt grains frequently have inclusions (Figure 49; Figure 50).

Figure 49: Photomicrograph from unit five of section two and shows a silty peloidal dolomicrite sparite.
Photomicrographs A and B were taken at the same location on the sample. For photomicrograph B, the stage was
rotated to show the quartz overgrowth on the silt grains. In both figures, the red arrow shows the quartz overgrowth.
Note it has uneven or crenulated margin with the dolorhombs around it. The silt grains indicated by the blue arrows
also have uneven or crenulated margins with the dolorhombs surrounding them. The green arrows indicate inclusions
in the silt grains.

Diagenetic history
The first phase of diagenesis occurred after the deposition of the allochems
(fossils, pellets, and ooids) and micrite and is represented by compaction and
dewatering of the sediment. Silicification of the fossils took place in the second phase of
diagenesis, as is indicated by the presence of the radial fibrous silica that replaced the
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aragonite from the margin of the shell to the center of the fossils. During this period of
silicification, a radial fibrous, blocky to drusy silica developed (Figure 40; Figure 41). This
preserved the ornamentation of the fossils seen in outcrop and prevented destruction
of fossils due to dolomitization.
The third first phase of diagenesis is represented by dolomitization, where
everything that was not silicified was replaced by fine-grained dolomite (Figure 39). This
produced ghost allochems as seen by the unclear margins of the fossils (Figure 42),
pellets (Figure 46), and ooids (Figure 45). Porosity increased during this phase of
diagenesis. This was followed by a fourth phase of diagenesis represented by a second
phase of silicification that filled in some of the pore spaces with silica and formed quartz
overgrowths around silt grains (Figure 49; Figure 50). This phase of silicification
developed the interlocking quartz grains and fine-grained dolomite.
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Figure 50: Photomicrograph A is from unit two of section four and photomicrograph B is from unit seven of section
four. Photomicrograph A is a silty peloidal microdolostone. In photomicrograph A, the red arrows show the
crenulated margin of the silt grains caused by quartz overgrowth into the surrounding pore spaces. The quartz
overgrowth causes dolomite inclusions to form around the margin of some silt grins. The light blue in the thin section
is blue epoxy to show pore space. Photomicrograph B is a silty, peloidal, fossiliferous fine-grained dolostone with
chert nodules. The red arrows in photomicrograph B show the crenulated margins of the silt grains that grew into
pore spaces. The blue arrows show areas where the silica grew so much that it connected two silt grains.

The fifth phase of diagenesis is represented by a second phase of dolomitization
that produced coarse-grained dolosparite along the margins of the pore spaces (Figure
46; Figure 47). Phase six of diagenesis is represent by a second phase of dissolution. The
seventh phase of diagenesis is represented by a third phase of silicification producing
spherical silica nodules with radial fibrous pattern of silica that started from a central
location and filled the open pore spaces (Figure 45; Figure 51). When these spherical
silica nodules are observed without cross polarized light, they appear to have a center of
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chert with an overgrowth of silica around the center. The eighth phase of diagenesis is
represented by dissolution of the dolostone that created the porosity that is present.
Phase nine of diagenesis is represented by three simultaneous occurrences. First
calcite cement is filling pore spaces and cracks. Second oil is also filling pore spaces and
cracks. Third a beekite ring texture is forming on exposed silica fossils.
In the larger pores, calcite surrounds circular radial silica and dolorhombs. The
pore space left in the partly dissolved ghost fossil was filled with blocky calcite. The
cement may fill in the entire cavity or only part of a cavity. When only part of a pore
space is filled, the calcite is only precipitated on one side of the pore space. This
suggests that the pore spaces may have been subaerially exposed during the
precipitation of the calcite. If the pore space would have been under water the rim
cement would surround the pore spaces and not just fill in one side of the pore space.
This relationship is most often observed in dissolved ghost fossils. The observation of
pendulum structures in pore space; calcite in fractures; and irregularly surrounding
spherical silica nodules also indicate precipitation of calcite in a subaerial environment
(Figure 51). Oil can be seen filling in additional cracks and pore spaces (Figure 52).
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Figure 51: Photomicrograph A is from unit seven of section one and shows a silty calcareous dolosparite. The yellow
arrows are pointing to individual or grouped circular radial silica. The red arrows are pointing to calcite cement filling
in pore space around the circular radial silica. In some cases, it completely cements dolospar together. The blue
arrows are pointing to dolospar. Photomicrograph B is from the Timpoweap Member at section eight. It shows a silty,
peloidal, fossiliferous dolomicrosparite. This image was taken under normal light. The red arrow shows the pendulum
calcite cement. This feature works to show an up direction for the slide. The yellow arrow shows calcite precipitated
from the top of a ghost bivalve fossil. The blue arrow shows the dolomicrosparite.

Figure 52: Photomicrograph A is from unit seven of section one and photomicrograph b is from unit seven of section
two. The black arrows in both these photomicrographs indicate oil that has filled in pore spaces and cracks. White
arrows indicate pore space. Green arrows indicate silt grains.
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Beekite ring textures can be seen in macro fossils in outcrop (Figure 6). Beekite
ring development occurred in the final phase of diagenesis and occurred after the fossils
were exposed due to erosion.

Diagenetic history of unit four (Diagenesis between the two cycles in the Kaibab
Formation)
Unit four of the Harrisburg Member underwent a different diagenetic history. It
is a calcareous clayey siltstone. The silt grains are angular to sub angular and do not
express the crenulated or irregular margins found in the quartzose silt-sized grains in the
other units of the Harrisburg Member (Figure 53). Fossil fragments can be found in it.
The fossil fragments and the silt grains were deposited at the same time. After
this, groundwater deposited clay in the pore spaces of the siltstone as indicated by the
swirl pattern found in Figure 54. The last diagenetic phase involved the precipitation of
calcite in the remaining pore spaces (Figure 54).
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Figure 53: Photomicrograph of a thin section from unit four of section five, which is the red siltstone unit. The
photomicrograph shows a fossiliferous, calcareous, clayey siltstone. The red arrows indicate the authigenic clay
deposited by groundwater. The green arrows indicate silt grains that are angular to sub angular. The silt grains lack
inclusions of calcite, clay, or other minerals found in other units of the Harrisburg Member.
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Figure 54: Two photomicrographs of the same thin section from unit four of section five. They show a fossiliferous
calcareous, clayey siltstone. Photomicrograph A shows a swirl pattern of clay indicated by the arc of red arrows.
Photomicrograph B shows calcite cement filling in pore space between silt grains and clay. The blue arrow shows the
calcite cement. The green arrow shows what a typical silt grain looks like in unit four. Note they are angular to sub
angular. The red arrow shows the authigenic clay also filling in pore spaces.

Diagenetic history of the siliceous cap at the top of unit five
In most of the study area, the top of unit five is denoted by the presence of a
white, siliceous cap. The silica in the cap has two fabrics (Figure 48). One fabric is a fine
drusy silica that is removed from pore spaces. The second fabric is a coarse drusy silica
that borders pore spaces. First, the fine drusy silica was precipitated. Next, a phase of
dissolution occurred creating pore space. Lastly, a secondary phase of silica precipitation
occurred and formed the course drusy silica around the perimeter of the pore spaces
(Figure 48).
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Paleontology
Location of fossils
Nautiloids (Figure B1), gastropods (Figures B2 and figure B3), bivalves (Figure
B4), lophophorates (Figure B5), sponges (Figure B6), burrows (Figure B7), and trilobites
(Figure B8), were found in units five and seven of the Harrisburg Member. Burrows were
found in unit nine and a single sample of Aviculopecten sp. (Figure B4) was found in unit
two of section one and a single echinoid spine (Figure B9) was found in unit one of
section one.

Fossil identification
Internal and exterior morphology was used to identify the genera of the fossils
collected. Nautiloids were also viewed with a polarizing microscope in an attempt to
study the internal structures. Samples thought likely to contain a siphuncle and septal
neck were studied by use of lapidary wheel to slowly expose the internal structures. No
internal structures of nautiloids were identified by these methods due to extremely rare
preservation of the siphuncle and septal neck. The extensive diagenetic history of
dolomite and chert replacement destroyed much of the internal structures. As a result
nautiloids were only identified as belonging to the order Orthocerida.
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Gastropods such as Euphemites sp. (Figure B2) were identified by their
morphology and ornamentation (Chronic, 1952). The conch is planispiral, with an
isotrophic whorl and a high percentage of umbilical covering with each new whorl
(Figure B2 A; Figure B2 D). The aperture has a wide flange or lip (Figure B2 E). Lirae
ornamentation is parallel to the direction of conch growth (Figure B2 E). The conch
ranges from 0.4 to 0.8 in (one to two cm). No internal structures were seen in the field
or laboratory (Figure B2 A).
Murchisonia sp. (Figure B3) has an anisotrophic conch, with a conispiral whorl.
The aperture is proportional to the conch (Chronic, 1952). The gastropod Pernotrochus
sp. (Figure B3 D) was only seen as a steinkern (Chronic, 1952). The steinkern is
anisotrophic with a conispiral whorl and has a maximum diameter of four centimeters
(1.6 in).
Bivalve samples include Palaeonucula sp., Manzanella sp., and Aviculopecten sp..
Palaeonucula sp. (Figure B4 C) has equal sized beaks on the valves that are 0.4 in. (one
cm) long and lack auricles (Chronic, 1952). Ornamentation for these samples was
destroyed by the development of beekite texture caused by the exposure to sunlight
(Church,2009) (Figure 6). Manzanella sp. (Figure B4 A) has equal sized beaks on the
valves. The valves are smooth and lack growth lines and auricles. Samples found were
approximately 1.2 in (three cm) in diameter (Chronic, 1952). The valves of
Aviculopecten sp. (Figure B4 B) have growth lines that radiate from the beak to the lip of
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the valve. This species has small triangular shaped auricles, approximately 0.12 in. (three
mm) wide that protrude off the beak (Chronic, 1952).
Lophophorates such as brachiopods and bryozoans (Figure B5) are rare in the
Harrisburg Member of the Kaibab Formation in the study area. Brachiopods (Figure B5
A) are identified in the field by having the plane of symmetry vertical though the pedicle
and brachial valves. The beak of the pedicle valve is larger than the beak of the brachial
valve. No pedicle opening has been observed in samples collected in the study area.
Samples are about .04 in (1 cm) long from posterior to anterior sides. Due to the lack of
preservation, and fossil exposure identification was impossible beyond the brachiopod
order level. Bryozoans (Figure B5 B) such as Bicorbula sp. (McKinney, 1983) are also
rare, but are identified by the lattice structure of the bryozoan colony.
Apparent sponges (Figure B6) in the Harrisburg Member are common and may
have formed the site for nucleation of the nodular chert (Figure B6 D) (McKee, 1938).
Sponges in the Harrisburg Member form in colonies or in sponge beds (Figure B6 A;
Figure B6 B). In some samples the small, circular osculum is approximately 0.08 to 0.2 in
(2 mm to 5 mm) wide surrounded by sponge-like structures which are often incased in
nodular chert. The sponge and chert nodule are a brown color, where regular chert
nodules are white.
Burrows (Figure B7) are also prevalent. Solitary vertical burrows are 3.1 to 3.9 in
(8 to 10 cm) long (Figure B7 B; Figure B7 E). Burrows are typically in heavily bioturbated
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zones forming lam-scram structures (Figure B7 A; Figure B7 C). Due to the poor
preservation of sponges, burrows, and chert nodules, it can be difficult to distinguish
between these at times.
Two trilobites (Figure B8) and a single echinoid spine were also found in the
study area (Figure B7). The trilobite sample is a pygidium of Novoameura sp. (Brezinski,
1991). The pygidium shows the left pleural lobe, the axial lobe, and the pygidial border.
The left pleural lobe is composed of lateral pleurae and the axial lobe is composed of
axial pleurae (Figure B8).

Orientation
Orientation data for nautiloids and gastropods was collected along measured
sections along Highway 89A in units five and seven (Figure 55). In unit five of section
one, two suitable nautiloids were found with orientations of 051˚ and 052˚. In unit
seven of section one, five suitable nautiloids were identified with orientations of 200˚,
224˚, 221˚, 284˚, and 295˚. In unit seven of section two, 30 nautiloids were found. They
have the following orientations: 310˚, 082˚, 274˚, 188˚, 277˚, 050˚, 015˚, 184˚, 209˚,
020˚, 033˚, 155˚, 121˚, 304˚, 302˚, 003˚, 213˚, 002˚, 117˚, 306˚, 159˚, 335˚, 339˚, 278˚,
347˚, 294˚, 239˚, 278˚, 349˚, and 319˚. In this location, two Murchisonia sp. gastropods
(Figure B3) were measured with orientations of 253˚ and 237˚. In unit five of section
three, 14 nautiloids were found. They have the following orientations: 121˚, 081˚, 180˚,
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190˚, 175˚, 350˚, 339˚, 189˚, 063˚, 104˚, 074˚, 087˚, 326˚, and 154˚. In outcrop 567 east,
23 nautiloids were found with orientations of: 089˚, 109˚, 112˚, 236˚, 154˚, 184˚, 253˚,
217˚, 149˚, 333˚, 351˚, 151˚, 150˚, 325˚, 325˚, 312˚, 070˚, 039˚, 087˚, 193˚, 351˚, 341˚,
and 048˚. In outcrop 567 west, 24 nautiloids were found with the following orientations:
336˚, 339˚, 070˚, 261˚, 297˚, 230˚, 344˚, 326˚, 353˚, 335˚, 145˚, 209˚, 215˚, 004˚, 278˚,
188˚, 271˚, 345˚, 290˚, 139˚, 292˚, 266˚, 161˚, and 095˚. All orientations of the nautiloids
and gastropods were plotted on rose diagrams to show the overall orientation in the
study in the area (Figure 56). These data exhibit a strong northwest–southeast
orientation. The bimodal nature of the diagram suggests bidirectional currents were
present in the study area. Such currents are often associated with tidal flats or shallow
marine conditions.
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Figure 55: Map showing locations of orientation measurements of nautiloids. Locations are marked with red dots. The
associated rose diagrams have arrows pointing to them. To see the full associated rose diagram, see Appendix C.
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Figure 56: Orientation data for all measurements in the study area. The multi modal distribution is evidence of an
open marine setting.

Biodiversity
A biodiversity study was conducted using a one-foot square box and counting
the number of genera in the box. The outcrops were narrow and generally not large
enough to have any larger biodiversity square. The biodiversity of unit five in section
one (Figure 10) square one is composed entirely of sponges. Square two had nine
vertical burrows and three sponges. Square three had 15 burrows and nothing else. In
unit seven of section one, biodiversity square one had one burrow, four nautiloids, two
sponges, three bryozoans, and two bivalves. In square two, there are four sponges.
Square three contains one sponge and one bryozoan.
In section two, both units five and seven contain fossils. In unit five, square one
contained one burrow and two sponges. Square two contained two burrows and 15
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sponges. Square three contains 12 sponges. In unit seven of section two, square one
contained three nautiloids, six sponges, one bryozoan, five bivalves, two gastropods,
and one brachiopod. Square two contained 12 sponges, one bivalve, and one gastropod.
Square three contained one nautiloid three sponges, one bivalve, and five gastropods.
For section three, only unit five contained fossils. Biodiversity square one
contained 10 nautiloids, six gastropods, eight bivalves, and approximately 60% of the
surface area was covered in fossil hash. Square two contained four nautiloids, three
gastropods, four bivalves, and approximately 40% of the surface area was covered in
fossil hash. Square three contained 11 nautiloids, four gastropods, four bivalves, and
approximately 80% of the surface was covered in fossil hash.
Outcrop 567 east (Figure 55) was small enough to only have two biodiversity
squares. Square one contained seven nautiloids, four sponges, one burrow, one bivalve,
and 3% of the surface was covered in fossil hash. Square two contained 19 nautiloids,
eight gastropods, four bivalves, and 10% of the surface was covered in fossil hash.
Outcrop 567 west (Figure 55) was considerably larger and thus made it possible
to get three biodiversity squares. Square one contained eight nautiloids, four
gastropods, one brachiopod, one bivalve, two burrows, and 5% of the surface was
covered in fossil hash. Square two contained three nautiloids, two gastropods, one
brachiopod, four bivalves, and was 2-3% covered in fossil hash. Square three contained
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two nautiloids, four gastropods, one brachiopod, one bivalve, and was 10% covered in
fossil hash.
Section four did not have good exposures in unit five to conduct a biodiversity
study. In unit seven of section four, square one contained seven sponges. Squares two
and three contained entirely sponges.
Section five contained very few fossils in unit five or seven, so no biodiversity
was studied. Section six had good exposures of unit seven. Square one contained three
sponges, one bivalve, and one bryozoan. Square two contained two sponges.
Section seven did not contain units five and seven and unit three was so silicified
that no fossils were found. In section eight, unit five was present and three biodiversity
squares were counted. Square one contained ten burrows. Square two contained six
sponges and four burrows. Square three contained four sponges and five burrows.
The biodiversity squares recorded in the Harrisburg Member indicate that
diversity of the fauna was low, but their abundance was high. In all the biodiversity
boxes, 241 samples were identified. In total, 58 nautiloids, 25 gastropods, 84 sponges,
33 burrows, nine bryozoans, 31 bivalves, and one brachiopod were identified. This
means that nautiloids compose approximately 24.1% of the fauna in the Harrisburg
Member. Gastropods compose approximately 10.4% of the fauna. Sponges compose
approximately 34.9% of the fauna. Burrows compose approximately 13.7% of the fossils
present, and 100% of the trace fossils. Bryozoan composes approximately 3.7% of the
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fauna. Brachiopods compose 0.4% of the fauna. Localized, heavily bioturbated beds of
interconnected burrows are found and localized sponge beds also occur.
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Discussion
Depositional environments

The Fossil Mountain Member
The Fossil Mountain Member is composed of fossiliferous dolowackestone to
dolopackstone that is thick-bedded to massive. The top of the Fossil Mountain Member
contains a crinoid-rich bed (Figure 24) that was used to identify the contact between the
Fossil Mountain Member and the Harrisburg Member. The Fossil Mountain Member
also contained gastropods, brachiopods, burrows, and chert nodules. The chert nodules
formed though secondary silicification during diagenesis and are not the result of
primary deposition.
The thick to massive bedding suggests deposition on a shallow shelf below storm
wave base. The contact between the Fossil Mountain Member and the lowest unit of
the Harrisburg Member is conformable, suggesting continuous sedimentation with a
decrease in water depth.
The Fossil Mountain Member has much thicker beds than the dolomitic units of
the Harrisburg Member. The thick bedding and the fossil richness of the unit suggest
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that the Fossil Mountain Member was deposited on an open, shallow marine
shelf and represents part of a highstand systems tract.
The Harrisburg Member
Unit one. Unit one of the Harrisburg Member is composed of a thin- to thickbedded dolostone that lies conformably on top of the Fossil Mountain Member. Unit
one contained echinoid spines, chert nodules, and chert ribbons. Chert ribbons are thinbedded, interconnected chert nodules that have a sinuous lower and upper margin
(Figure 25). The chert nodules and ribbons were produced by secondary silicification
during diagenesis and are not primary depositional features.
The bedding and decrease in fossil content suggest a shallow marine
environment. The lack of numerous fossils would suggest that conditions during
deposition were not as conducive to marine life as the Fossil Mountain Member. This
suggests that unit one was deposited at the beginning of a regression and it is
associated with a falling stage systems tract.
Unit Two. Unit two lies conformably on unit one and is composed of a thinbedded dolostone that contains sparse brachiopods, chert nodules, and chert ribbons.
This suggests that unit one was deposited in a regression and is associated with a falling
stage systems tract. The chert nodules and ribbon chert were produced by secondary
diagenesis. A single fossil was collected from the unit.
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The presence of ripples and laminations suggests deposition in a shallow marine
environment to tidal above wave base. The lack of fauna could be due to restricted
circulation. The presence of silt grains in the dolostone would indicate a nearby
siliciclastic source. These grains were likely transported into the area by aeolian activity.
Unit two formed during the deposition of a falling stage systems tract.
Unit three. Unit three contains sandstones, dolostones, and chert beds. The
sandstone is a medium-grained quartz arenite that is well-sorted and rounded. The
sandstone is cemented with calcite and dolomite cement and may be found in lenses.
The sandstone has ripple laminations and planar laminations with diapiric structures
near the upper contact of the sandstone. In some places, unit three contains chert beds
that are fractured and highly weathered. This unit also contains localized dolomudstone
beds. In some locations, unit three contains dolomitic sandstone lenses in the highly
fractured and weathered chert beds. Load cast structures are found in the lower part of
the unit at the contact between the dolomite beds and the sandstone beds. This
suggests that the sandstone was deposited in channels directly on the dolomite beds
before lithification occurred.
The top of unit three represents an erosional surface. It was subaerially exposed
and allowed the channelized sandstone to weather into the dolomite beds and deposit
the sandstone. It is possible this represents a beach environment that is associated with
a lowstand systems tract.
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The unconformity at the top of unit three is a highly weathered and fractured
surface that contains white chert beds of channelized sandstone. This unconformity is a
major sequence boundary that separates the lower Harrisburg Member from the upper
Harrisburg Member. This contact represents the end of the major transgression that
deposited the Fossil Mountain and lower Harrisburg members and transitions to the
transgression that deposited the upper sequence of the Harrisburg Member.
Unit four. Unit four is a fissile, calcareous, clayey siltstone that contains
laminations and large ripple laminations (Figure 28). In the study area, it usually forms
covered slopes, but it is exposed in road cuts. The grain size in this unit is much smaller
than the grain size of the sandstone lens in unit three and the presence of ripple
laminations suggests deposition in a lower energy environment such as a foreshore or a
tidal flat environment.
Unit five. Unit five is a thin- to thick-bedded, pelletal dolomudstone to
dolowackestone. In some locations, it is capped with a six inch (15.24 cm) thick white
chert. The fauna of unit five includes nautiloids, gastropods, sponges, bivalves, fossil
hash, and burrows. It also contains chert nodules and the occasional calcite nodule
produced by secondary diagenesis.
The presence of an extensive, well-preserved marine fauna suggests a low
energy, open marine shelf. The fauna and abundant pellets suggest the water was well
oxygenated. Evidence of storms can be found in the fossil hash beds. The biodiversity
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study shows squares that contained up to 60% of the surface area covered in fossil hash.
These data suggest that unit five was deposited above storm wave base and are
associated with a highstand systems tract.
Unit six. Unit six is usually expressed as a covered slope. In road cuts it is seen as
thinly-bedded dolomudstone to a dolowackestone with few resistant beds of
dolomicrite. It contains localized sponges that have been silicified and chert nodules
produced by secondary diagenesis around the sponges.
The low fossil content suggests that unit six was deposited during a minor
regression that produced a lowstand system tract.
Unit seven. Unit seven is thin- to thick-bedded, laminated, bioturbated
dolowackestone to doloboundstone that contains nautiloids, gastropods, bivalves,
brachiopods, bryozoans, sponges, burrows, and fossil hash. It also contains chert
nodules and ribbons.
The presence of the high abundance fauna suggests it was deposited in an open
well oxygenated shelf. The intense bioturbation indicates that deposition of unit seven
was slow and allowed time for extensive burrowing (Figure B7 A). A series of
bioturbation zones is overlain by laminated dolomicrite zones. This indicates periods of
relatively quiet water occurred so bioturbation could occur. This is followed by storm
surges burying and killing the bioturbating fauna. As sediment was quietly deposited,
bioturbation returned, but burrowing organisms were not given enough time to burrow
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to the previous bioturbated bed. Storms came in periodically and erase the bioturbation
causing the dolomicrite lamination zones. Storms were frequent enough to prevent
bioturbation into deeper sediments. This creates a lam-scram structure.
Additional evidence of the storm patterns is seen in deposits of fossil hash in
some of the beds. Diversity squares had up to 10% of the surface area covered in fossil
hash. The fossil hash would have been created as storm waves beat and broke up fauna.
The chert that filled the bioturbated zones is a dark brown to black, and not white to off
white like the chert nodules in unit three.
The thin to thick beds, presence of bioturbation, and broken and whole fossils
indicate that unit seven was deposited during the deposition of a highstand systems
tract.
Unit eight. Unit eight is a covered slope. Sediments in float suggests that it is a
thin-bedded to laminated and poorly lithified dolomicrite.
Unit nine. Unit nine is a thick-bedded dolomudstone that is very similar to unit 7.
It contains sparse burrows and lacks chert nodules or chert ribbons. The presence of
burrows indicates the water was oxygenated enough for burrowing organisms to live.
The lack of an open marine fauna suggests the sea had a high salinity or poor
circulation that prevented stenohaline organisms from inhabiting the area. The thin–
bedded dolomicrite, lack of fauna, and lack of bedding structures suggest a restricted,
shallow water environment not favorable for fauna to occupy the water column.
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The Permian-Triassic Unconformity
The Permian-Triassic unconformity is a disconformity produced by erosion of the
Harrisburg Member when the Permian sea regressed. This erosion incised the
Harrisburg Member and produced an erosional surface expressed by hills and karst
topography. Depression are filled with angular clasts and regolith shed from the hilly
topography. This is seen locally in thick sections of the upper units four through nine of
the Harrisburg Member with localized deposits of the Rock Canyon Conglomerate and
Timpoweap Member of the Moenkopi Formation. In section one, units four, six, eight,
and nine are missing. In sections three and eight, units seven, eight, and nine are
missing.
Because unit nine is locally exposed in small patches, there is no lithologic record
of additional units above unit nine to record the regression of the Permian sea. This
suggests that unit nine was deposited in a transgression during the deposition of a
highstand systems tract. At the end of Permian, unit nine and other possible upper units
of the Harrisburg Member were subjected to erosion. This would indicate that the
Permian-Triassic unconformity was produced in association with a lowstand systems
tract, or during a subsequent forced regression, which could have caused rapid erosion
and removal of the top of the Harrisburg Member.
It is possible that younger Permian units may be present at some locations
outside the study area. This boundary represents a major sequence boundary between
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the Permian and the Triassic systems. Fossils suggest that incision occurred between the
late Leonardian and Early Triassic.

The Rock Canyon Conglomerate
The Rock Canyon Conglomerate in the study area is a breccia that has tabularshaped clasts that are angular to subangular and range in size from pebbles to granules.
The clasts are weakly imbricated and have a normal distribution. The matrix is a
medium-grained quartz arenite. In the regolith facies, it contains laminations. The Rock
Canyon Conglomerate found in circular depressions is filled with angular clasts and beds
that pinch out rapidly against the upper units of the Harrisburg Member. Large fluvial
channels like the ones present at the type locality in Rock Canyon and Timpoweap
Canyon to the west are not seen in the study area on the Kaibab Plateau.
In section eight, the Rock Canyon fills in depressions that appear to have formed
by dissolution (Figure 31). This evidence suggests that the Rock Canyon Conglomerate
was deposited in karst depressions as a breccia and regolith around erosional remnants
of the upper units of the Harrisburg Member along the systemic boundary between the
Permian and Triassic systems.
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Moenkopi Formation
The two lower members of the Moenkopi Formation are the Timpoweap and
Lower Red Members. Both members are in contact with the Rock Canyon Conglomerate
and the Harrisburg Member of the Kaibab Formation (Figure 8). Stratigraphically, the
Timpoweap Member is below the Lower Red Member. The contact geometry of the
Permian-Triassic unconformity indicates that the sediments of the Timpoweap and
Lower Red Members filled in the topography developed on the Harrisburg Member
during the Late Permian and Early Triassic periods. The topography is not completely
filled in until well into the deposition of the Lower Red Member of the Moenkopi
Formation.
In the two measured sections where the Moenkopi Formation was found, both
the Timpoweap Member and the Lower Red Member are in contact with the Harrisburg
Member. In section eight, the Timpoweap Member is present, and the Lower Red
Member is not. In section seven, the Lower Red Member is in contact with the
Harrisburg Member and the Rock Canyon Conglomerate, and the Timpoweap Member
is missing. The Timpoweap Member pinches out somewhere between the two
measured sections. This suggests that the Timpoweap Member was deposited between
the topographic highs that developed during the Permian–Triassic transition.
The Timpoweap Member. The Timpoweap Member of the Moenkopi Formation
is a thin- to thick-bedded, micrite to dolomudstone that contains localized large ripples.
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It contains calcite nodules but lacks chert nodules. The Timpoweap Member was
deposited in a shallow marine setting as suggested by the ripple marks in a
transgression.
The Lower Red Member. The Lower Red Member is a rounded, well-sorted,
laminated, fine-grained sandstone. Locally, it contains linguoidal ripples. Its lower
contact with the Rock Canyon Conglomerate is conformable (Figure 38). The Lower Red
Member was deposited in a shallow marine to tidal flat setting during a marine
transgression.

Orientation of fauna
Orientation of the nautiloids and gastropods would have been produced by the
paleocurrent of the shallow sea in the Leonardian. Differences in the distribution of
angles indicate that the nautiloids were subject to different currents though out the
study area. Six locations were suitable for orientation measurements of orthocerid
nautiloids and specimens of Murchisonia sp. (gastropod). These locations are unit five
and seven of section one; unit seven of section two; unit five of section three; outcrop
567 east; and outcrop 567 west.
The rose diagram for unit five of section one (Figure C1) would indicate that the
current was coming primarily from the northeast. The rose diagram for unit seven of
section one (Figure C2) is bimodal and trends to the southwest and west by north. The
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rose diagram for unit seven of section two (Figure C3) is bimodal and trends west and
north-northwest. The rose diagram for unit five of section three (Figure C4) is trimodal
and trends south, east, and north-northwest. The rose diagram for outcrop 567 east
(Figure C5) is bimodal and trends southeast by south, and north-northwest. The rose
diagram for outcrop 567 west (Figure C6) is bimodal and trends north-northwest and
northwest by west. Placing all the data into a single rose diagram (Figure 56) produces a
multimodal distribution and shows several trends, the most significant of which are
north northwest, west by north, south by west, and east by north.

Sequence stratigraphy
Sequences in the study area are forth order, and evidence of this is seen in the
thickness of beds from one unit to another. This is reflected in how often the sea
oscillates from transgressive cycles to regressive cycles from unit to unit. There are
three fourth order sequences found in the study area and two sequence boundaries.
The sequences begin in the top of the Fossil Mountain Member and continue through
the Harrisburg Member, the Rock Canyon Conglomerate, and into the Timpoweap and
Lower Red members of the Moenkopi Formation.
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Sequence one
The thick-bedded fossiliferous dolowackestone to dolopackstone in the Fossil
Mountain Member of the Kaibab Formation indicates that sea level was at a highstand
during the deposition of Fossil Mountain Member of the Kaibab Formation (Figure 57).
Sea level fell as units one, two, and three of the Harrisburg Member were deposited as
part of a falling stage systems tract. Evidence supporting a falling stage is the thinning of
the dolomicrite beds and the lack of fossils in units one and two; suggesting a lowering
of sea level. The weathered and highly fractured chert, and channelized sandstone beds
of unit three support an erosional surface at the top. This indicates a lowstand systems
tract had developed as the top of unit three was deposited.
The disconformity at the top of unit three is labeled sequence boundary one
(SB1) and sequence one (S1) is composed of the Fossil Mountain Member and units one,
two, and three of the Harrisburg Member. Sequence one is present in sections one, two,
four, seven, and eight. It has not been exposed by erosion in section six. In section
three, it is only partially observable with the top of unit three being visible.

Sequence Two
Unit four is a calcareous, clayey siltstone with local large ripple laminations that
was deposited in shallow marine conditions that represent the rise of sea level and
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deposition of a transgressive systems tract at the beginning of Sequence two (Figure
57).
Sea level rise continued during the deposition of the silty dolomicrite of unit five.
The silty dolomicrite of unit five overlying the siltstone of unit four supports the
continued transgression of Sequence two. The siltstone of unit four and the silt in unit
five suggest that a siliciclastic source was in close proximity to the study area. The silt
grains in unit five may have been deposited by aeolian processes. The extensive fauna of
whole and broken fossils in unit five indicates an open marine shelf (Figure 57).
Unit six is usually a covered slope but is exposed in road cuts as thinly bedded
dolomudstone. This suggests that unit six represents part of a falling stage systems tract
that was deposited during a minor regression (Figure 57).
Unit seven contains a thick-bedded, pelletal, fossiliferous dolomudstone to
dolowackestone. Fossils are whole and broken, suggesting unit seven was deposited in a
shallow marine environment. The zones of intense bioturbation indicate periods of rapid
sedimentation followed by periods of slow sedimentation when the burrowing
occurred. Unit seven was deposited in association with a transgressive systems tract to a
highstand systems tract (Figure 57).
Unit eight is a covered slope and was not observable in the study area. The
sediment on the covered slope are similar to the sediments covering unit six. Due to the
presence of dolomicrite cobbles and pebbles found on the covered slop, unit eight is
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interpreted to represents a minor regression and is considered part of a minor falling
stage systems tract (Figure 57). Thickness of the unit would suggest that this regression
is longer than the regression of unit six or the transgression of unit nine.
Unit nine is a thin- to thick-bedded dolomicrite with sparse burrows. This would
suggest that unit nine was deposited in association with a transgressive to highstand
systems tract (Figure 57).

Sequence three
Above the Harrisburg Member is the Permian-Triassic unconformity. This
disconformity marks the end of the Harrisburg Member upper sequence. This major
sequence boundary is represented by erosion and channelization that truncate the
Harrisburg Member. There may have been additional sequences above unit 9 of the
Harrisburg Member but they have been removed by erosion. This is the second
sequence boundary (SB2). It represents a second, third, and fourth order sequence
boundary.
Sequence two (S2) (Figure 57) consists of units four, five, six, seven, eight, and
nine. It is bounded below by sequence boundary one (KSB1) and above by sequence
boundary two PTSB2). Due to the disconformity between the Kaibab and Moenkopi
formations, these units are not present at every location. In measured section seven,
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sequence two is completely missing due to the disconformity. In the other sections,
sequence two is incomplete.
Above the Permian-Triassic unconformity is the Rock Canyon Conglomerate, are
the Timpoweap and Lower Red Members of the Moenkopi Formation. Due to the
topographic relief along the Permian-Triassic unconformity, each of these units are in
contact with the Harrisburg Member of the Kaibab Formation (Figure 8).
The Rock Canyon Conglomerate is deposited in circular depressions of karst
origin and as regolith developed during the Late Permian in the Kaibab Formation. These
deposits contain rip-up clasts with weak imbrication. The Rock Canyon Conglomerate
was deposited during the deposition of a lowstand systems tract when sea level fell to
the west (Figure 57).
The Timpoweap Member is a dolomicrite that is thin- to thick-bedded and has
localized large ripples. This suggests deposition in a shallow marine environment near
fair weather base (Figure 57).
The Lower Red Member is a subrounded to subangular, well-sorted, fine-grained
sandstone that contains planar lamination beds. Locally, it contains linguoid ripples. This
suggests deposition was in a shallow marine to tidal flat environment with localized
wash over fans. Placing a siliciclastic over a carbonate indicates that sea level fell and
allowed siliciclastic sediments to be deposited over the carbonate of the Timpoweap
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Member. The Lower Red Member was deposited as part of a falling stage systems tract
on a shallow shelf (Figure 57).
Sequence three (PTS3) consists of the Rock Canyon Conglomerate, the
Timpoweap Member, and the Lower Red Member. Its lower boundary is the PermianTriassic unconformity (PTSB3). The upper boundary of sequence three was not discussed
because it is not in the study area.
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Figure 57: Sequence stratigraphy of the Harrisburg Member and upper Kaibab Plateau. The first column from the left
shows the age of deposition for the formations and stratigraphic units. The second column shows the formation
names in the study area. The third column shows the third order sequences of the formations. The fourth column
shows the fourth order sequences identified in the study area. The fifth column shows a simplified and idealized
stratigraphic column of the study area. The geometry of the contacts between the Harrisburg Member, Red Rock
Conglomerate, Timpoweap, and Lower Red Members proved to be too complicated to show in this figure. The
Permian-Triassic unconformity cut unevenly into the Kaibab Formation, and was filled in unevenly by the channelized
Red Rock Conglomerate, which was overlain unevenly by the Moenkopi Formation. In reality, the Harrisburg Member
is in contact with the Rock Canyon Conglomerate, the Timpoweap Member and the Lower Red Member. The sixth
column shows the relative sea level change as each stratigraphic unit was deposited. A shift Close to the left indicates
a regression; to the right indicates a transgression.
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Conclusions
The Kabab Formation has two members, the Fossil Mountain Member and the
Harrisburg Member. On the North Kaibab Plateau, thirteen stratigraphic units have been
identified and studied. The Fossil Mountain Member has one unit. The Harrisburg
member contains nine units. One unit was identified in the Rock Canyon Conglomerate
and two units in the Moenkopi Formation. One unit was identified in the Timpoweap
Member and one unit in the Lower Red Member.
The Fossil Mountain Member is a massive, thickly bedded, fossiliferous
dolomudstone to dolowackestone that contains crinoids, brachiopods, gastropods and
burrows. It was deposited on an open, shallow marine shelf during the deposition of a
highstand systems tract of Sequence PK1. Units one and two of the Harrisburg Member
are dolomudstones that were deposited on a shallow marine shelf during the deposition
of a falling stage systems tract. They contain no fossils because of restricted circulation
along the shoreline. Unit three contains dolomudstone, bedded chert, and lenticular
bedded quartz arenite. The dolomudstone was deposited during a regression during the
deposition of a falling stage systems tract. The chert developed during subaerial erosion
during deposition of the subsequent lowstand systems tract. The lens-shaped deposits
of quartz arenite were deposited in a beach environment during a transgression
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associated with a transgressive systems tract. The upper contact of unit three is a
disconformity that is sequence boundary one (KSB1). Sequence one is composed of the
Fossil Mountain Member, and units one, two, and three of the Harrisburg Member.
Unit four is a calcareous, clayey siltstone that was deposited in a beach to
shallow marine environment during the deposition of a transgressive systems tract
(Pkh1). Unit five is a thin- to thick-bedded fossiliferous dolomudstone that was
deposited in a shallow marine environment and represents part of a minor highstand
systems tract. Bedding thickness increased, suggesting that sea level was rising during
the deposition of a transgressive systems tract.
Unit six is a thin bedded dolomudstone that lacks fossils. The thin beds indicate
that sea level fell during a minor regression and the deposition of a short falling stage
systems tract. The lack of fossils suggests restricted environments such as tidal flats
along the shoreline. Unit seven is a bioturbated, fossiliferous dolomudstone that was
deposited in a shallow marine environment. Deposition occurred on a shallow marine
shelf as part of a highstand systems tract.
Unit eight is a sediment-covered slope. Clasts on the slope indicate that it is a
dolomudstone that was also deposited in a shallow marine environment during a
regression and the deposition of a falling stage systems tract. Unit nine is a lightly
burrowed, fossiliferous dolomudstone that was deposited in a shallow marine
environment during the deposition of a transgressive systems tract.
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A forced regression produced the Permian-Triassic unconformity. Dissolution
and erosion created a hilly, karst topography. This sequence boundary (PTSB2) marks
the top boundary of sequence two (KS2). The upper unit of the Fossil Mountain Member
and units one, two, and three of the Harrisburg Member represent the lower sequence
(KS1). Sequence two (KS2) consists of units four, five, six, seven, eight, and nine of the
Harrisburg Member. It is truncated by erosion along the Permian-Triassic unconformity.
Above the Permian-Triassic unconformity are deposits of the Rock Canyon
Conglomerate and the Moenkopi Formation. The Moenkopi Formation has two
members, the Timpoweap Member and the Lower Red Member. The Rock Canyon
Conglomerate and the Moenkopi Formation fill the remaining topography along the
discontinuous Permian-Triassic boundary.
The Rock Canyon Conglomerate is a breccia with tabular clasts and a sand
matrix. The Rock Canyon Conglomerate was deposited in karst depressions and as
regolith along the Permian Triassic unconformity. This conglomerate represents erosion
during P1 and KS2 cycle.
The Timpoweap Member of the Moenkopi Formation is a thin- to thick-bedded,
micrite to dolomudstone that contains localized large ripples. It contain calcite nodules
but lacks chert nodules. The Timpoweap Member was deposited in a shallow marine
setting as suggested by the ripple marks. The Timpoweap was deposited in a
transgression.
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The Lower Red Member of the Moenkopi Formation is a subrounded to rounded,
well-sorted, fine-grained quartz arenite. It was deposited on a tidal flat to shallow
marine environment. The Lower Red Member was deposited during a regression as part
of a falling stage systems tract.
The bioclast orientation data show paleocurrents were moving to the northwest
and southwest during this time, and were active during the deposition of the upper part
of the Harrisburg Member sequence KH2.
The longshore paleocurrent was oriented roughly north and south, and the wave
fall points to the east. The orientation data have a bimodal orientation that points
northwest and southeast, which could indicate a longshore paleocurrent or tidal
process. Combining all the data into a single rose diagram, the orientation for the study
area is in multiple directions but has a strong north to south and east to west
orientation. This represents a long shore current north and south, parallel to the coast,
and the tide going east to west, perpendicular to the coast. This is consistent with a
shallow marine to tidal setting.
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Future Works
Future work for this project would include locating places for measured sections
that contain the contact between the Harrisburg Member of the Kaibab Formation, the
Rock Canyon Conglomerate, and the Timpoweap and Lower Red members of the
Moenkopi Formation. The stratigraphic relation between these units is regionally known
but not well understood and needs further study. This would lead to a better
understanding of the Permian-Triassic unconformity in the region and study area.
Finding a location for a measured section that has unit eight exposed would be
prudent. This would allow for a better understanding of the contacts and lithology of
unit eight. This would lead to a better understanding of the sequence stratigraphy of the
upper Harrisburg Member.
Further work on the fauna is needed. Nautiloids are difficult to identify to a
genus because the poor preservation of internal structures. Further attempts need to be
made to expose the siphuncle and septal neck for better identification. Conodont
biostratigraphy would contribute necessary age control for the study area. Rock samples
collected in this study need to be broken down, dissolved, and processed to determine if
conodonts are present. If conodonts are found, they could be used to better constrain
the age of the Harrisburg Member of the Kaibab Formation. This would allow for more
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precise dating of the Permian-Triassic unconformity and deposition of the Kaibab
Formation.
Measuring sections, collecting samples, and cutting thin sections from the Rock
Canyon Conglomerate would help better understand its depositional environment and
diagenetic history. A paleocurrent analysis of the imbricated clasts in the Rock Canyon
Conglomerate would allow for a better understanding of the deposition of the breccia
lithofacies in the Rock Canyon Conglomerate in the area. Mapping the contacts and
distribution of the Rock Canyon Conglomerate would allow for a better understanding
of the geometry of the unit.
Additional study of the stratigraphy of the Moenkopi is needed to understand
the deposition of the find-grained sandstone and the members present in the area. A
petrographic analysis of this formation would be useful to determine the depositional
environment of the unit. Additional orientation data would be helpful to better
interpret the paleocurrents associated with deposition of the Harrisburg Member.
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Appendix A
Thin section description
Thin sections from the Harrisburg Member are one of three varieties; carbonate,
siltstone, or microcrystalline. The carbonates are described as: silty peloidal
microdolostone; silty, peloidal, fossiliferous, fine-grained dolostone with chert nodules;
silty peloidal limestone; silty dolostone with chert nodules; silty peloidal
microdolostone; fossiliferous, cherty dolostone; and silty peloidal dolomicrosparite. The
siltstone is an angular to subangular siltstone with an authigenic clay matrix and calcite
cement. The crystalline rock is chert composed of coarse or fine fabric silica.
Thin section one (Figure A1) is from unit two of section one and shows a
laminated, silty, dolomitic chert. Laminations consist of heavily altered algal structures,
black splotchy areas (interpreted to be chert), and silt-sized quartz grains.
Dolomitization occurred in algal laminations in two fabrics, a fine-grained and a coarsegrained dolomite. Silica has replaced sections of the dolomitization as evidenced by the
crenulated boundaries of the quartz grains.
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Figure A1: Thin section one is a laminated dolomite with silica grains. In all four figures, the green arrows indicate silt
grains, the gold arrows indicate dolosparite, the white arrows indicate pore space, the light blue arrows indicate
calcite, and the dark blue arrows indicate chert. Figure A and Figure B are the same portion of the thin section, Figure
A had the polarizer filter on and Figure B did not. In Figures C and D, the laminations of the silt grains are interbedded
with dolosparite or chert. Figure D shows this well and is indicated by the alternating green and dark blue arrows or
gold arrows.
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Thin section two (Figure A2) is from unit five of section one. It shows a silty,
fossiliferous, peloidal microsparite. The fossils and pellets have been intensely
dolomitized. Calcite is present in this unit filling in pore spaces. Pellets have been turned
into dolomite ghosts. Calcite is present (stained red) and only fills in pore spaces.

Figure A2: Thin section two is a fossiliferous, peloidal microsparite. In all four figures, the green arrows indicate silt
grains, the old arrows indicate dolosparite, the white arrows indicate pore space, the light blue arrows indicate
calcite, and the dark blue arrows indicate chert. Figures C and D show the dolomitic pellets, indicated by the red
arrows. Figure C has the polarizer on and figure D has the polarizer off.
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Thin section three (Figure A3) is from unit seven of section one and shows a
cherty calcareous dolostone. No determinable allochems are present in this sample.
Quartz grains are angular, white, grey, and black depending on the stage rotation. The
dolomite has two fabrics, a fine-grained and a coarse-grained fabric. Calcite was stained
with alizarin red s, which can be seen in both slides as red.

Figure A3: Thin section three is a cherty calcareous dolostone. In all four figures, the green arrows indicate silt grains,
the gold arrows indicate dolosparite, the white arrows indicate pore space, the light blue arrows indicate calcite,
black arrows indicate oil, yellow arrows indicate radial silica, and the dark blue arrows indicate chert.
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Thin section four (Figure A4) is from unit five of section and shows a silty peloidal
dolomicrosparite. Allochems in this thin section are dolomitized ghost pellets, indicated
by red arrows, and few bryozoans. Overgrowths of silt grains are present, in addition to
coarse-grained dolorhombs. Dolomite has two fabrics of fine-grained matrix and coarsegrained around pore spaces. Calcite is also present in pore spaces.

Figure A4: Thin section four shows a silty peloidal dolomicrosparite. In all four figures, the green arrows indicate silt
grains, the gold arrows indicate dolosparite, the white arrows indicate pore space, the light blue arrows indicate
calcite, and the dark blue arrows indicate chert. In Figures B and C, the red arrows indicate dolomitic pellets. In Figure
D, the gold arrows indicate dolorhombs and dolomicrospar.
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Thin section five (Figure A5) is from unit seven of section two and shows a silty,
pelletal, fossiliferous dolomicrosparite. Fossils have been replaced by radial fabric silica
that originates from the margin and points into the center of the fossil. Allochems in this
thin section include fossils, dolomitic pellets, and glauconitic pellets. Calcite (stained
red) and oil are present in pore spaces.

Figure A5: Thin section five shows a silty, pelletal, fossiliferous dolomicrosparite. In all four figures, the green arrows
indicate silt grains, the gold arrows indicate dolosparite, the white arrows indicate pore space, the light blue arrows
indicate calcite, and the dark blue arrows indicate chert. In Figure B, the red arrows show dolomitic pellets. Figure C
prominently features a nautiloid fossil in cross section. The yellow arrows indicate the radial silica that has replaced
the fossil. The blue arrow indicates calcite that may be preserving a siphuncle.
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Thin section six (Figure A6) is also from unit seven of section two from a different
location. It shows a fossiliferous cherty dolostone. Nautiloids, other mollusks (such as
bivalves), and ghost fossils are present in this slide. They are preserved as chert. No
pellets are present in this section.

Figure A6: Thin section six shows a fossiliferous cherty dolostone. In all four figures, the green arrows indicate silt
grains, the gold arrows indicate dolosparite, the white arrows indicate pore space, the light blue arrows indicate
calcite, the red arrows indicate fossils, and the dark blue arrows indicate chert. Figure A was taken with the polarizer
filter on and Figure B was taken with the polarizer filter off. In Figure C, the red arrow indicates a ghost fossil that
dissolved. In Figures A, B, and D, the red arrows indicate nautiloids and mollusks.
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Thin section seven (Figure A7) is also from unit seven of section two, but from a
different location than the previous thin sections. It consists of a silty peloidal
dolomicrosparite. This thin section also shows the two stages of dolomitization with the
two fabrics (coarse- and fine-grained). Silica grains have a wide range of sizes, from claysized to fine-grained sand. Ghost pellets are present throughout this thin section. Pellets
and silica grains occur in layers, which may have been an algal structure before
dolomitization took place. Silica grains may also be contained in the dolomitic ghost
pellets.
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Figure A7: Figure A7: Thin section seven shows a silty peloidal dolomicrosparite. In all four figures, the green arrows
indicate silt grains, the gold arrows indicate dolosparite, the light blue arrows indicate calcite, the red arrows indicate
dolomitic pellets, and the yellow arrows indicate radial silica. Figure D was taken at the edge of the thin section.

Thin section eight (Figure A8) is from unit two of section four and consists of a
silty peloidal microdolostone. This sample has many dolomitic ghost pellets throughout,
some of which are grouped together. Silica grains are silt-sized. Oil is also present in
some pore spaces.
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Figure A8: Thin section eight shows a silty peloidal microdolostone. In all four figures, the green arrows indicate silt
grains, the gold arrows indicate dolosparite, the white arrows indicate pore space, the red arrows indicate dolomitic
pellets, and the black arrows indicate oil. Figure A was taken with the polarizer filter on and Figure B, showing the
same place, was taken with the polarizer filter off.
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Thin section nine (Figure A9) is from unit five of section four and consists of
chert. The silica exhibits two fabrics, a fine-grained fabric with crenulated borders, and a
coarser-grained, equant fabric. The fine grains silica is prevalent, and the coarse silica
grains are in ribbons that follow the margins of elongated pore spaces that were likely
fractures. Calcite can be found occasionally filling in pore spaces.

Figure A9: Thin section nine shows chert formed diagenetically. In all four figures, the white arrows indicate pore
space, the light blue arrows indicate calcite, the long dark blue arrows indicate coarse grained chert, and the short
dark blue arrows indicate fine grained chert. Figures A and B show the same location on the slide, and Figures C and D
show the same location on the slide. The left photomicrographs were taken with a polarizer on, and the right were
taken without one.
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Thin section ten (Figure A10) is from unit seven of section four and consists of a
silty, peloidal, fossiliferous, fine-grained dolostone with chert nodules. Allochems in this
thin section have been heavily dolomitized and silicified and include crinoids and ghost
dolomitic pellets (Figure 39).

Figure A10: Thin section ten is a silty, peloidal, fossiliferous, fine-grained dolostone with chert nodules. In each figure,
the green arrows indicate silt grains, the gold arrows indicate dolomicrosparite, and the yellow arrows indicate radial
silica. In Figures A, B, and D, the red arrow indicates a crinoid columnal. In Figure C, the red arrows indicate dolomitic
pellets.
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Thin section 11 (Figure A11) is from unit four of section five and consists of a
calcareous clayey siltstone. Silt grains are angular to subangular. Clay is authigenic and
as groundwater deposited the clay, the silt grains were displaced to look like soft
sediment deformation. Calcite was stained red, and the authigenic clay is brown.

Figure A11: Thin section 11 is a calcareous clayey siltstone. In all four figures, the green arrows indicate silt grains, the
white arrows indicate pore space, the red arrows indicate authigenic clay, and the light blue arrows indicate calcite.
Figures A and B show the same space on the thin section, with the polarizer on for Figure A and the polarizer off for
Figure B.
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Thin section 12 (Figure A12) is from unit five of section five and consists of a silty
pelletal dolostone. The dolomite has two fabrics, a fine-grained and a coarse-grained
dolomite. Ghost dolomitic pellets are present.

Figure A12: Thin section 12 shows a silty pelletal limestone. In both figures, the white arrow indicates pore space, the
gold arrows indicate dolomicrosparite, and the dark blue arrows indicate chert. Both figures show the same space on
the thin section, with the polarizer on for Figure A and the polarizer off for Figure B.
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Thin section 13 (Figure A13) is from unit seven of section six and consists of a
cherty, fossiliferous, peloidal dolostone. Ghost allochems include dolomitic or
glauconitic ghost pellets, ghost crinoids, and bryozoans. Bryozoans are composed of
replacement glauconite and the crinoids are composed of replacement dolomite.

Figure A13: Thin section 13 shows a cherty, fossiliferous, peloidal dolostone. In all images, the gold arrows show
dolosparite, the green arrows show silt grains, the yellow arrows show radial silica, and the dark blue arrows show
chert. Figures A and B show the same space on the thin section, with the polarizer on for Figure A and the polarizer
off for Figure B. In Figure A and B, the red arrows indicate ghost crinoids. In Figure C, the red arrow indicates a
bryozoan composed of replacement glauconite. In Figure D, the red arrows indicate glauconite pellets.
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Thin section 14 (Figure A14) is from unit two of section seven and consists of silty
microdolosparite.

Figure A14: Thin section 14 shows a silty microdolosparite. The white arrows show pore space, the gold arrows show
the microdolosparite, and the red arrows indicate dolomitic pellets.
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Thin section 15 (Figure A15) is from the Timpoweap Member of the Moenkopi
Formation in section eight in and consists of cherty, peloidal, fossiliferous, silty
calcareous dolostone. This thin section contains calcite cement in pore spaces and has
pendulum shapes indicative of subaerial precipitation of calcite.

Figure A15: Thin section 15 shows a cherty, peloidal, fossiliferous, silty calcareous dolostone. In all figures, the white
arrows indicate pore space, the blue arrows indicate calcite, the gold arrows indicate dolosparite, and the green
arrows indicate silica grains. Figures A and B show the same space on the thin section, with the polarizer on for Figure
A and the polarizer off for Figure B. In Figures A and B, the red arrow indicates a mollusk ghost fossil. A pendulumshaped area of calcite is seen in the center of the figure. Figures C and D show the same space on the thin section,
with the polarizer on for Figure C and the polarizer off for Figure D.
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Appendix B
Paleontology descriptions

Figure B1: Orthocerid nautiloids. Figures A and B shows overall conical morphology. Figures C and D show rare
preservation of siphuncle along the interior of the nautiloid. Figure E shows the beekite ring texture on a nautiloid.
Figure F shows protoconch attached to conch. No internal structures are present.
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Figure B2: Euphemites sp. gastropods. Figures A, B, and C show the lack of internal structures in conch and a
planispiral whorl axis and an isotrophic whorl. Note in Figure B that the broken hole shows the previous whorl.
Figures D and E show the high percentage of umbilical covering with each new whorl. Figures D, E, and F show the
aperture flange opening wide. Figures B and E show the lirae ornamentation on the exterior of the conch that are
parallel to the direction of conch growth.
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Figure B3: Other gastropods found in the study area that are not as common. Figures A, B, and C show Murchisonia
sp. with an anisostrophic conch morphology and a conispiral whorl. Figure D shows the steinkern, or internal mold, of
Pernotrochus sp. It has an anisotrophic conch morphology with a conispiral whorl.
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Figure B4: Bivalve specimens that were found in the study area. Figure A shows Manzanella sp. has a plane of
symmetry between the dorsal and ventral valves. This species has equal sized beaks on the valves. The valves are
smooth and lack growth lines. This species also lacks auricles. Samples found were approximately three cm (1.2 in) in
diameter. Figure B shows Aviculopecten sp., which also has a plane of symmetry between the dorsal and ventral
valves. The valves have growth lines that radiate from the beak to the lip of the valve. This species has small,
triangular shaped auricles, approximately three millimeters (0.12 in) wide, that protrude off the beak. Figure C shows
Palaeonucula sp., which has a plane of symmetry between the dorsal and ventral valves. It also has equal sized beaks
on the valves. Additionally, it is about one centimeter (0.4 in) long and lacks auricles.

Figure B5: Lophophorates in the study area. Figure A is of a brachiopod, which were incredibly rare in the study area.
Brachiopods were identified in the field by having the plane of symmetry vertical though the pedicle and brachial
valves. The beak of pedicle valve is larger than the beak of the brachial valve. Figure B is of a bryozoan, which were
also uncommon in the study area. Bryozoans were identified by the lattice structure of the bryozoan colony.
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Figure B6: Sponges that are in some units of the Harrisburg Member. Figure A shows what sponges on outcrop
surfaces commonly look like. Figure B shows weathered sponges on the outcrops look like. Figure C is a sponge. The
red ring arrow indicates the osculum. Figure D shows a sponge that forms the center of a chert nodule. Inside the red
circle is the sponge with the osculum as the central hole. The sponge is the nucleation point for the chert nodule it is
contained in.
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Figure B7: Figure A shows a highly bioturbated unit that has thinly bedded lam-scram structures of cherty bioturbated
beds interbedded with dolomudstone. The red arrows indicate beds of bioturbation and blue arrows show beds of
unbioturbated dolostone. Figure B shows a singular vertical burrow with a 6.5 in (16.5 cm) long yellow write in the
rain notebook for scale. Figure C shows a lam-scram structure in unit five of section one. The beds of bioturbation are
marked with red brackets and beds of dolostone are marked with blue brackets. Note the rock hammer for scale.
Lam-scram beds are much thicker in Figure C than in Figure A. Figure D shows a cherty, ropey-textured bioturbated
bed from unit five of section one. This is also seen at the bottom of Figure C. Figure E shows a weathered, vertical
burrow with a standard sized BIC mechanical pencil for scale.
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Figure B8: Figure A is a plate of a Novoameura sp. from Brezinski (1991) to compare with Figure B, which was found in
the study area. The yellow ruler is measured in mm.

Figure B9: Sample of a single echinoid spine found in the study area in unit one of section one.
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Appendix C
Orientation of Nautiloids and Murchisonia sp.

Figure C1: Rose diagram showing orientation of nautiloids in unit five of section one.

Figure C2: Rose diagram showing orientation of nautiloids in unit seven of section one.
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Figure C3: Rose diagram showing orientation of nautiloids in unit seven of section two.

Figure C4: Rose diagram showing orientation of nautiloids in unit five of section three.
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Figure C5: Rose diagram showing orientation of nautiloids in outcrop 567 east.

Figure C6: Rose diagram showing orientation of nautiloids in outcrop 567 west.
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